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JANUARY 20. 1969

Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

Lowry
4ddress
kson PTA

S. Lowry, well-known
and former professor
y State University, will
sal*. at the meeting of
ir ?Jackson Elementary
arent Teacher Assoclnday 7:30 p.m. His subbe "Helping Children
id Capitalism."
try, who holds a doctor
phy degre with a major
Li science, rented *her
at Murray State foc4
iger than any other
rember. He began his
.ation in 1925, teaching
ence and later added
1 sociology, geography,
conomics, political sciPhil0e0PhY•
the years he has teeny honors, prominent
of
em is the
Lowry Library at Muri University. He has
ed as an advisor at all
government, including
at Department of Eco-

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

INnited Press International

In Our 90th Year

Murray, Ky., Tuesday

fternoon, January 21, 1969

10* Per Copy

Vol. DCXXX No. 17

-Ass.

SeenewHeard
Around
Murray

Jury List Is
Released For
Court Term

?Ss's

We have reports of Parakeets
living 9 and 12 years. We cannot find out from any authority
just how long lived they are,
but all evidence points to the
fact that it is perhaps 13 yearn.

a

vry and his wife, alio
teaches at Paftlith
ty College, have studied
and plan to return to
try in the future. He
idying Greek and the
ssics.
wry has made nearly
aches, with
his careful considers.

fiste•

)Rogers Is
In Sales For
rice Company. _

miley, District Manag•
itucky Central Life Ins- •
impany, announced that
igers was the leading
resentutive of the Mayrict for 1968. The Mayrict consists of West
ind northwest Tenness'
won this honor on outales and service to his
icyowners of Murray
!ay County.
the company's highest
a district Sales Reprecan receive. Rogers
Aed all company traintms and attended two
ife Underwriting Trite.

Thomas M. Geurin
Succumbs Monday
At Cowart Home

Pueblo Skipper Places
Much Blame On Superiors

Thomas M. Geurin of Hickory
Route One died Monday at nine
By JACK V. FOX
a.m. at the home of his daughter, Mrs. W. 0. Cowart, 106 Bel
CORONADO, Calif. (UPI) —
Air, Mayfield. He was 86 years
The skipper of the USS Pueblo
of age.
has placed a good share of the
Survivors are three daughblame on his Navy superiors
ters, Mrs. Cowart, Mrs. G. E.
and the United States governJones of Barberton, Ohio, and
ment for the loss of the intelMrs. E. A. Rockwell of Graves
ligence ship to the North KoCounty; four sisters, Mrs. Maureans.
dye Hale, Mrs. Gertye Evans,
Cmdr. Lloyd M. Bucher,
and Mrs. Beulah Erwin, all of
lengthy but sharp in his anMurray, and Mrs. Edwin Lasswers, spent a full day testifysiter of Los Angeles, Calif;
ing Monday at the opening sesseven grandchildren; six great
sion of a five admiral court of
grandchildren.
inquiry. He pulled no punches.
Funeral services will be held
The 41-year-old Bucher, a civWednesday at two p.m. at the
ilian attorney at his side, statByrn Funeral Home Chapel,
ed:
Mayfield, with burial to follow
'—He Was told the risk inin the Woodlawn Memorial t
volved in intelligence surveilCemetery in McCracken Counlance off the North Korean
ty.
coast was considered "minimal" — an estimate involving
the State Department and the
Joint Chiefs of Staff.
—He seas "not prepared" for
an attack on his vessel and had
net conducted such drills as
"repelling boarders."

called off when four-inch ice
froze the tarpaulins.
—Paper shedders and an incinerator to burn classified documents were inadequate,
though some top secret papers
were destroyed.
Bucher, still gaunt and thin
but looking all an officer in
dress blues, crewcut and erect
bearing, told the court that only once did he ask the Navy
what might happen if his ship
came under attack.
Spoke With,Captain
He said he spoke with the
captain on the operations staff
at the Pacific Fleet Command
in Pearl Harbor. "I was told the Navy had
plans to react as well as the Air
Force," Bucher said.
"However, it was explained
that the commitments of planes
in the event
a general war
were such that it was not likely
that either' Navy or Air'Porce
planes'could come to any assistance in time to save my ship."
The court, which has only the
_to recommend 'further
possible action, convened in the
amphitheatre of a school at the
naval amphibious base on this
peninsula off San Diego.
About half the other 81 surviving crew members of the
Pueblo were expected to follow
him in testifying during a period of three weeks. Bowen and
the other four admirals asked
questions as well as Newsome.
Classified information was carefully skirted and will be delved
into in closed sessions.

The list of prospective jurors
for the February 1969 term of
Circuit Court has been released
by the office of Sheriff Fannie
Stubblefield.
Frospective_jurors are to report to the Circuit Court room
One cellar reports her little
on Monday, February 3, at nine
bird died of a heart attack. Got
a.m. This list was drawn in
held
when
died
Another
fat.
open court on October I, 1968.
to
it
Scared
in front of a dog.
Ttie list is as follows:
death.
Mrs. James Potts, T. C. Collie, Joe Hob Beale, Dale BurIf well taken care of apparentkeens Mrs. T. Sledd, Freed Coly these little birds live to a
them, Audrey Simmons, Gorripe age.
don Crouch, Hayford Henry,
and Tommy Latimer.
Charles Barnhart of Hardin
Keys Blakely, Neal Starks,
Route One writes the followGlyeo WelS, Keys Keel, Scot
,
ing.
McNabb, Mrs. James L. Coboon, Donald B. Hunter, J. B.
memtin 1997, a 17 year old
Bell, Hollis Roberts, and James
ber of the Virginia Military
Boyd Buchanan.
Academy went put for football,
Mrs. Clovis Byerly, Mrs. Bill
a game he had never played
Hurt,- Imogene Lampkins, Will
before. Within a few weeks, he
Ed Stokes, Vandal Wrather,
tad grasped everything the
Hollis Walker, Dellie Smith,
coach could teach him about
Frank Dalton, Leila Erwin, and
Suggestion litsiocted
tackle play, and he made the
MOVING DAY — Outgoing President and Mrs. Lyndon B. JohnsiSn welcome Incoming Pre- Clifton Key.
—The chief of naval operawas
he
as
if
looked
*am. It
sident-elect and Mrs. Richard Nixon to the White House prior to the swearing-In ceremonies' Bill Warren, John D. Loving,
tions rejected his suggestion
on his way to eventual stardom at. the Inauguration. Nixon and Johnson later rode together to the Capitol where Nixon of- Mason Ross, Mrs: James Branthat
a "destruct system" to deGary
Leon
Hicks
and
Virginia
training
of
Ashen, in the course
ficially became the 37th president of if.. United States.
don, Edna Lee Wilson, H. B. Evelyn. Hicks were released stroy secret equipment be ina
by
skt -VMI, he was stabbed
Bailey, -Jr., Bob Cook, Reba from the Calloway County Jail stalled on the Pueblo because
steel b .vonet.
May Kirk, Paul Dailey, Sr., and on Monday after posting bond it would require too much time
Mrs. Edwin Olesky.of $1,000.00 each, according to and money.
"Rushed to a 'hospital, little
- Mrs. Max Smotherman, Mrs. the office of the Calloway Co—The only means to destroy
hope was held for his recovery.
Charles Smotherman, Wayne unty Sheriff.
electronic gear were fire axes
For days, he lingered Warmers
Flora, Mrs. Thomas'Lovett, Ned
Mr. and Mrs. Hicks were tali, and sledge hammers.
Life and death, the doctor exJanuary will mark the be- Nance, Mrs. Ottis Patton, Mrs. en to Graves County where they
—It would have taken two
pected him to die at any mo.
ginning of "a happier New Oren L. Hull, Irene 'young, made bond for the charges and one-half hours to scuttle the
football
the
evening
native
of
bent. One
Wilburn Walls,
Year" fog countless victims of Denny P. Smith, and Mrs. Guy there placed against them, ac- ship.
coach stopped by the hospital
Murray, died Sunday at 2:25 birth defects if everyone re- Turner.
—Two machine guns were incording to the Sheriff. Deputy
When
lad.
a. m. at the Henry Ford Hos: sponds to the mail appeals for
to cheer up the dying
All- Sheriff Gene Parker took the stalled an deck just before the
Hubert Pitman, Allen
found
pital, Detroit, Mich. He was contributions now being sent britten, Mrs. James Th
'
Lie entered the room, be
d, couple...to ,Graves County.
Pueblo sailed but drills were
71 years of age.
the youth sitting propped up
out by the March of.DiEnes dur- Woodrow Bucy, Mrs. C. C.
The couple has been charged
Ariother
record
average
for
Funeral services will be held ing its annual fund-raising cam- ry, Martha McCuiston,
In bed with a pencil in his
Eames in the breaking and entering of
hand, drawing football dia- sales of Type 23 Dark Fired Thursday at 1:30 p. m. at the paign, a spokesman said.
Kindred, L. D. Cook:" Jr., and two houses in Calloway County
grams on the clean white Tobacco on the Murray Market Mount Horeb Freewill Baptist
March
of
Dimes
campaign
dirSalon Buoy.
and also in at least three breakwas reported on Monday, ac- Church, Murray, with Rev. Ira
sheeta.
Howard Steely stressed
ins in Graves County, accordcording to 011ie Barnett, re Phillips officiating. Burial will ector
the importance of full communing to county officials.
Dr. Samuel Dodson, Jr., Minhe in, the Murray City ,Cemetery ity support.
"Rehire the amazed coach port for the market.
The Hicks couple is sched- ister of First United Methodist
An asellsge at-'3GIAL r the with'the asriagements by the.
could say anything, the 'boy
"Your
checks
will
help
fin,
uled
to
appear before the Church in Murray, will speak
day's sales on the four Mur- Rutledge' Funeral Home.
winked at the coach. He said to
ance more than 100 March of
Graves County Judge on Mon- to the Christian Men's Fellowray floors, Dorm's Farris,
The wake will be held at his Dimes Birth Defects Centers
his suprised instructor, "don't
day, January 27. They are ache. ship of First Christian Church
Growers, and Planters was re- home, 303 Third Street, Murray,
Keith W. Curd and Harold
eatorry about me, before you
where skilled medical specialduled to appear in court here tomorrow night at 6:30. This re
corded Monday.
W. Crutcher were inducted inon Wednesday night.
foam it, I'll be back in the linestandards
for
ists
are
setting
Two students, Joyce Mayer on February 6, according to g ular monthly dinner meeting to
The
market
sold
289,344
Survivors are two sister
'
s,
the United States Army in
up playing football agalif.
pounds for a total amount of Mrs. L. V. Gilbert of Gallatin, treatment and rehabilitation of arid Kathleen Turner, have com- the sheriff's office.
wilJ be held in the fellowship the January draft call from Calchildren born less than per- pleted their school work at the
;147,718.92,
according
to
figChurch.
Christian
First
hall of
Tenn., and Mrs. Samuel West fect," he said.
loway County, according to a
°Look coach, take a peek at
ures released by Barnett.
Dr. Dodson will speak of his release from Mrs. Gussie Adams
of Detroit, Mich.; two brothers, "Nor does our work end Ezell Beauty School.
this diagram. It's a tricky forstate board
They
took
their
Monday's
average
was
thirty
American
experiences as an
Elzie Walls of Detroit, Mich.,
executive secretary of Local
mation and I don't think it can
cents higher than the Friday and Charlie Walls of Toledo, there. Research studies also are examination at Louisville this
serving as the Minister of the Board No. 10 of the Selective
miss". The coach sat down next average of $50.75.
being conducted in many parts month and are now employed
The
average
American Union Church in Ath- Service.
to the boys cot. They sat for a for last week's sales was $49.41. Ohio; twenty-one nieces and ne- of the country to determine the at local beauty shops.
No traffic collisions were re- ens, Greece, for three years.
phews.
Curd is the son of Mr. and
_long time talking football and
tragedies
and
causes
of
these
married
to
RoMrs.
Mayer
is
Barnett
said
the quality of
ported in the city limits of
The public is invited to share Mrs. T. G. Curd, Sr., of Hazel
drawing intricate diagrams for tobacco is staying quite good
how they may be prevented. 'ger Mayer and they have one
Murray on Monday by the Mur- in this experience. Reservations Route two. He is a graduate
*winning football games. The on the market. The
During the year, many of our son, Craig, age three. She is emdelivery of
ray Police Department. The of- may be made by contacting the of Calloway County High School
coach was amazed at the boys tobacco has been a little
chapters
conduct
public
educaployed at the Fashion Beauty ficers have filed 28 accident re- church office.
heavand attended Murray State Uniability to work out the molt ier in the past few days due to
tion classes in communities thr- Salon on North 10th Street.
ports during the month of Janversity. Prior to his induction
complicated plays for football the warm rainy season which
oughout the nation on the value
Mrs. Turner is now employed uary.
he was employed at the Murbattle. True to his word, he got makes for good stripping and
Funeral services for Ira C. of prenatal care and other as- at the Personality Beauty Shop
one
person
The
police
cited
ray Division of the Tappan Comwell quickly and returned to also good weather to transport Roberts, native of Calloway pects of birth defects prevent- on Vine Street. She is married
for public drunkenness on Monpany.
playing football and because he the tobacco to market.
County, .will be held Wednes- ion."
to W. T. Turner and they have day, according to the records
Crutcher was employed at
was so good he was voted All
These, and other March of one daughter, Karen.
Sales will continue each week. day aril 'a.m. at the Lindsey
LOMPOC, Calif. — Technical Hopkinsville prior to his inof the department.
Southern tackle at the end of day until further notice, Bar- Funeral- Chapel, Paducah, with Dimes programs require large
Sergeant Webbie R. Rogers, son duction. He is a graduate of
Rev. David McMichael officiat- sums of money, Steely explainthe season.
nett said.
of Mr. and Mrs. Barney Rogers, the University School and at•
ing.
ed. "For the sake of our chilCunningham, Tenn., has helped tended Murray State University,
knack for drawing dii'Pallbearers will be Wilma dren, and their children, each
the 10th Aerbspace Defense His parents are Mr. and Mrs.
▪grama was not lost in later
has
a
stake
success
of
us
in
the
Newberry, Ed Alexander, HubGroup earn the U.S. Air Force W. H. Crutcher of Murray Route
years; as the Chief of Staff In
of
this
campaign,"
he
said,
in
ert Dilworth, Glenn McKinney,
Outstanding Unit Award. Five.
the United States Army, he orMax ' Bivin, and 0. T. Allen. urging a generous response to
Sergeant Rogers, a missile • Both Curd and Crutcher were
ganised the largest and finest
Burial will be in the Ivy Ceme- the mail appeal.
mechanic
r..t
Vandenberg
AFB,
sworn into the Army at Nasharmy we ever had. He rose in
tery in Calloway County.
Calif., with a unit of the 10th,
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, presirank in General of the Army,
The Murray Rescue Squact.is other structures. The second will wear the distinctive ribbon ville, Tenn., and have been
sent to Fort Campbell for basic
ctintinuely handling a variety call was to a field fire last Wed- as a permanent decoration.
later became Secretary of State, dent of Murray State UniverMr. Roberts, age 84, a rest
training.
sity, will give the principal addof calls despite the fact that as nesday on the W. B. McCuistun
The group, headquartered at
(Continued on Pegg Six)
Mrs. Adams said that .nine
ress at the 141st semi-annual dent of West Paducah, died
yet the squad does not have farm near Almo Heights.
Vandenberg, and its subordin- registrants from the local board
sales conventioilof Merit Cloth- Sunday at the Smith Rest Home
the equipment to Make major
originally
were
Both calls
ate units were cited for aiding were sent for pre-induction exing Company, Mayfield, on He was a member of the Sugar
FT. POIL, LA. (A/1TNC) — calls. Calls during the past week
placed with the Murray Rescue immeasurably in the advanceCreek Church in Calloway Army Private Albert P. Heiss,
Monday, January 27.
ranged from hunting a lost Squad. The Forestry Division ment of the nation's space and aminations this month,
The February 17th draft call
The convention will open at County and is survived by a 24, son of Mr. and Mrs. John child to checking an overheated
handles all brush fire calls defense posture and enhanc- for Calloway
County is four
nine a m. at the Merit Convent- number bf nieces and nephews. Heiss, Lebanon, N. J., com- furnace.
Squad provid- ing the prestige of both the Ae- for
Rescue
with
the
induction and nine for phyJerry Maupin, local conserva- ion Hall.
pleted nine weeks of advanced
On Saturday morning the ing back-up support. The out- rospace" Defense
Command
and
sical examination, Mrs. Adams
tion officer, announced today
Also participating will be W.
infantry training December 13 squad received a call from Shebuilding fire was handled by the U.S. Air Force.
said.
that the spring delivery of blue H. Crowder, vice-president and
at Ft. Polk, La. His last week riff Fannie .Stubblefield askin
due to the fact The sergeant is a graduate of
Forester
-the
gill will be in March.
general sales manager; Pryor
of training was spent in guer- for help in searching for a
that the Rescue Squad's brush Burt High School, Clarksville,
The deadline for applications Sutherlin, chairman of the Merrilla warfare exercises.
child lost in the West Fork fire truck was undergoing re- Tenn.
for the blue gill is February 1. it board of directors and chief
During his guerrilla training, Clarks River bottomland. Litpairs
His wife, Verble..is the daughNo bass will be delivered to executive officer: C. L. Elliott,
he lived under simulated Viet- tle 13-yean-old Billy Fairchild
the squad's brush fire truck ter of Mr. and Mrs. L. Gamany pond unless it has received executive vice-president and
five
days,
nam conditions for
was missing from his home
-Walue gill, Maupin said.
secretary-treasurer;
Howard
fighting off night attackS and east of Gobo in Calloway near cannot operate in beim.' freez- mons, 500 North Cherry Street,
ing temperatures and the new Murray, Ky.
Persons are asked to get their Haws, executive vice-president:
conducting raids on "enemy" the Graves County line.
The Zeta Department of the
$14,500 fire truck is not due
applications for the blue gill _Fred Cain, vice-president of
villages. He was taught meMurray Woman's Club will hold
The rescue squad emergency for delivery until early April.
in immediately or contact Mau- credits; and Farrell Elliot, vicethods of removing booby traps,
an auction bazaar at its regular
pin at 753-5488.
president and assistant Wm
setting ambushes and avoiding van and four members respond. Donations continue to come in
meeting Thursday, January '23,
ed within the hour and check- at a slow pace and more money
manager.
enemy ambushes.
at 7:30 p.m. at the club house.
FREE PUPPIES
Salesmen from all 50 states
Other specialized training in- ed out the situatien. Messages is vitally needed. It was hoped
Evan Griffin of Williamston,
LONG
BINH,
VIETNAM
will receive their 1969 sales
cluded small unit taetics, map by cb radio were relayed to that the Boots Randolph ConNorth Carolina, will be t h e
Hound puppies in perfect lines at the close of the convenreading, land mine warfare, Murray from the mobile unit cert would provide additional (AHTNC) — Warren J. Ash- guest auctioneer.
Griffin is rehealth are to be given away. tion.
communications, and firing the by way of Squad Lieutenant revenue but the concert was a baugh, whose wife, Susan, lives nowned for his
ability as an
Junior
Thorn's
home
transmitin
Hardin,
Ky.,
was
promoted
guarantee
concert
loss.
The
For more information call 753M-I6 rifle, M-80 machine gun
auctioneer. He is presently in
and the 3.5-inch rocket launeh- ter staffed by his wife Carolyn. was backed by private mem- to Army specialist five Decem- Murray working on the Murray
V439
team
was
A
second
and
third
ber
15
while
assigned
to
the
and
of
the
squad
bers
rescue
er.
Tobacco Market. A spokesman
His wife, Dorthia, lives at also on hand to conduct the the loss did not affect the stat- 169th Engineer Battalion near said Zetas were most fortunate
Long Binh, Vietnam, as a con1614 Main Street, Murray, Ky search by early afternoon. Lat- us of the fire truck fund.
to have someone with his talent
er a resident located the frail
Anyone wishing to make a struction engineer.
youth in a barn just northeast tax-deduCtible contribution stay , His mother, Mrs. Juanite Cas- to conduct ttseir auction.
Each member is asked to
Osslaoil Prose lotorsellesei
of the area being searched.
do so by mailisg a check to barro, lives in Columbus, Ohio,
bring one or more items to
Miss Barbie Keel, daughter of
Murray-Calloway County CD
CD
Sunday
the
2:56
a.m.
At
be
be auctioned, and each memby United Press International Mr. and Mrs. Fred Keel, will
unit received a call from Mrs. Rescue Squad, Box 612, Murworthy advisor of
ber may bring a guest. EveryPartly cloudy to cloudy and installed as
ray. Or call 753-6952 and someLynn
of
near
McDaniel
J.
R.
No. 19 Order
one is urged to attend. Anyone
drizzli today through Wednee- Murray Assembly
The Music Department of the Grove. An overheated central one will pick up the gift.
Rainbow for Girls at the
who can not be present should
aday. High today mid 40s. Low of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet heating system had filled her
meeting tonight (Tuesday) at
send her articles for the sale
"tonight about 40.
tonight (Tuesday) at 7:30 at the house with smoke. Squad memseven o'clock at the Masonic
This is Zetas' money making
INAUGURAL SINGER Before club house. •
SIMILAR NAMES
_, -bers checked out ..the system.
Story Hour will be held at project for the year with the
leaving Hoilys,•ood for the
Kentucky Lake. 7 a.m 354.2, Hall.
"Come As A Song" is the and after finding no further
the Murray-Calloway County proceeds to be used
inaugural Ball in Washing- theme of the program for the
for Men.
down 0.2; below dam 304.6, up
she worthy advisor-elect is a
danger of fire returned.
The Lowry Parker charged Library on Wednesda? January tal Health and other departton, Bobby Vinton rehearses
4.5.
freshman at Murray State and
members to attend.
County Forester Boyce Mc- with DWI last week is known 22, from three to four p.m.
ment projects.
the song he will sing. -Bring
.•
Barkley Lake: 7 a.m. 354.3, resides at Woods Hall. She is a
Hostesses are Mesdames Earl Cuiston responded to two minMrs. Shirley Winters will be
as Sambo and lives on MurHostesses are Mesdames A. D.
Us, Together
.
Go Fordown 0.3; below dam 309.6, up- pledge of Alpha Sigma Alpha
Douglass, H. Glenn Doran, Ro- or fire calls recently. One was
the
featured
story
teller
for
the
ward Together." It Was writ. hen Baar, David Gowans, James an outbuilding on fire on the ray Route Five and is not•isowry Story Hour. All children in the Wallace, Maurine J Hopson,
4 0.
sorority. Her mother is a teachParker of 603 Olive Street who
Bernard Bell, Blithe Blackwood,
ten especially by Hal Gross- IC.illH
Sunrise 7:07; sunset 5:10.
rt.mJapmoertser1
er at Robertson Elementary
W iaam
..assiter, an d Nevis Ezell farm on Route Six
age group of four through seven L. K
Pinkley; and Eugene
ran for Sheriff some time ago.
m
Moon sets 9;22 p.m.
;mit HJ HackadN:.
School
last Tuesday which threatened
are invited to attend.
Flood.

Hicks Couple
Released On
Bond Monday

Wilburn Walls Dies
High Average At
Detroit; Local
Servites Here
Of $51.05
Is Reported

Give To March
Of Dimes, Steely

Dr. Dodson, Jr.
Fellowship Speaker

4tutients Complete
Requirements For
Beautician Work

ot

Two Inducted
In January
Draft Call

No Accidents Are
Reported By Police

an

Ira C. Roberts
Funeral Tomorrow

Husband Of Local
Woman Wins Honor

Variety' Of-Calls Answered
By Murray Rescue Squad

Dr. Harry Sparks
Convention Speaker

Albert Heiss Ends
His Basic Trainini

—

lue Gill Delivery
-To Be In March

Auction Bazaar Is
Planned At Meeting
Of Zeta Department

'V

Warren Ashbaugh
Wins Promotion

°WEATHER REPORT

Miss Barbie Keel
To Be Installed

Music Department
To Meet Tonight

.1

Story Hour Will
Be On Wednesday
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THE LEDGER 6c TIMES Hospital Report Perfect Servants Hard to Find
I Business
Even By British Aristocrats 4- - Briefs

TUESDAY - - JANUARY 21. 1989

PENLEINIED tgr LEWIN • TIMES PUBLISIELNO COMPANY,
Oassellibilan M ihs Murray Ledger, The Calioway Timm and
ADMISSIONS
Ike Thaiwiassese. October 30, LEM and the West Saaliatiaa,
'•
Jasuary i, mu.
January 17, 1969
tes N. MblOseS.Illorseg, Resta*, Mill
Adults 106
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUIRISIDIR
Prediction
Newbors 6
By i0S1144 wHITY
LOS ANGELES ( U P
—
Central Press Assoctiottoot
lin Mires the right to **Not any Advertadog, Letters to the Editor.
Economists at the UCLA
et PIM Ve MIMS which, in ow comae, are not Ihr the hist
Correspondent
Wilmot Cothran, Hoeg*,MurGraduate School of Business
inininat of our readers.
LONDON—Even British arisray: Um Irene Comp.'s, KirkAdministration predict that the
tocrats have to use gimmicks to
NATMISIAL REPRZSENTATIVES. WALLACE WYK= 00., 1500 sey: Mrs. Ermma IleCalsioe,
nation's business will continue
keep their servants.
100
Sae&
131b,
Murray:
Kra.
Uwe
Bldg.
MemMils.
Life
Illadlneb Ave&
New York, NS,
Tam;
to expand throughout 1969 but
said a certain duchRages Breen, 306
Ilespeses011 Bldg_ Detroit. Mk
lik.
at a Siemer rate than in 1968.
.1ffit give. partiss for our
limner Mrs.
.forecaat was based on
butlers and chauffeurs. I arMiami at the Poet Mies, Marnie.IDOMMIM tor trannimininR1111 304
Ps 1121:02, wimp Mrs. range these with our neighbors.
the umunption that the 10 per
astuad dims Pfsatar
Deborah Kaisse, WESlam Mar- We have a wonderful relationOmit 'surtax on personal and
1112111101RIPTION RATES: Ng apriler 11'Murray, per west Me, psi ray: Era& Silsrilse, Roots 2, ship with our staff."
corporate incomes will be exnaantit $1.10 In Calloway and adjoining eountles, per jeer, MA; Farmington: Miss Judy
tehded in 1969. It also assumes
Said one of the guests, the
Win'sDimes 1 & 2, a11.00 Eassigsbare $LUR All airvioe subscriplians 0.110 ter, Hazel:
there will be a de-escalation
Mrs. Betty Dunk housekeeper to the son of Lord
A the Vietnam war.
Route 5, Murray: Mrs. Sarah Astor: "A very fine gesture, in-Janie- William H. Knott,
"The Onistaadiag Clefs Aiwa of a Caminusity is UN
However, the economists preCompton, Route 2, Dover, Tees: deed"
intespity et he Newegapee
50, got himself arrested in
diet, if the surtax is remo‘ed
"Quite unprecedented in my
Miss Pamela Dick, Rode% SasSt. Louis for locking Miss
or if the Vietnam war escalates,
el: Mrs. Evie Rutland, Almo: experience," said the butler to
Ann Petroski in a closet for
Princsss Alexandria.
TUESDAY — JANUARY 11, lee
prices and interest rates will
Ottis Valentine, 1617 Kirkwood,
five days without food or
Said the chauffeur: -Those
show a marked increase.
Murray: Mrs. Patricia Johnson, canapes and champagne
water in one of her boarding
were
115 Spruce, Murray: Elmer Cols- delightful."
houses. He worked for her
Smile
When
on, 205 Broad, Murray: Mrs.CaIn the opinion of the employoccasionally as a handyman.
You Soy Ttiot
rrie McNabb, Route 1, Almo: ment agency director, Peter
1/17 UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
1. NorNEW
YORK
(UPI)
English
servant probMrs. Nancy Hicks, 503 Pine St. Hunt, the
mally, if you hail someone
Gibbs Hill Lighthouse in
Murray: Mrs. Letie Hopkins,205 lem nee& a more basic solution.
with. "Yellow belly!" you're Bermuda is 117 feet tall and
•
•
•
North 15th, Murray:
risking a punch in the eye. -On Is made entirely of cast iron.
Perfect service—Mal to *Maki today.
CORONADO, Calif. — Cmdr. Lloyd M. Bucher, skip"GIVING such parties—surely
• • •
Wall Street. however, you'll
per of the Pueblo, telling Court of Inquiry he was disa democratic gesture- may be pa ternal."
staff well, they stay.
DISMISSALS
PrObably get a smile instead.
Most
of
North Carolina's
appointed when first told he would be on Korean intellione aiaj, of getting and influFormer Prime Minister Har"Do we ever have to do the
According to the "Acronyms coastline is formed by a series
gence asaignment:
Mrs. Reta Henson, Box 14, encing servants," Hunt said, old Macmillan's footman quit dishes ourselves? Sometimes. Ii Initia•ams Dictionary," pub- of narrow sandy islands known
"I wanted to be where the action was and I thought Dexter: Master Paul Caboun,Ro- "but our agency is launching because he had to do the wash- After all, the servants do need lished by Gale Research Co.. as the Outer Banks.
at campaign to rtvive an old but ing up, Servants are very se- time off. Besides, the duke is
• • •
Detroit, "Yellow Belly" is the
the last possible place the action would be was North ute 1, Farmington: Miss Joyce declining
feature of the British lective about their chores. More good at washing.up."
accepted slang for the YoungsChester: 415 North 4th, Murray: way of life -the domsstic serv- people want servants,
Korea I changed my mind later."
Tennessee is also known as
but fewer
Said Hunt: -There is a prob- town Sheet
ii Tube Co. The the Volunteer State.
William Camp, Route 1, Murray: ant.
people want to be servants. lem even when we do get Engterm stems from the initials
T.
G.
Shelton,
"We
1709
have
been
finding serv- About 15 to 30 employers want lish youngsters into domestic
WASHINGTON — President Nixon, on the need for
Calloway,
"YB." used to denote the comMurray: Claude hawreoce,Route ants for top families for 00 every employe.
service. Hundreds go abroad, pany on
restraint in settling differences of opinion.
New York State Ex• • •
years, The butler and nanny we
especially to the United States. change
'We cannot learn from one another until we stop 2, Kirksey: Mfgh An Wilson,
tickers.
vanishing. In thotwenties there
APPARENTLY even the
"We know, of courss, that
shouting at one another--until we weak quietly enough 209 Maple St. , Murray: Mrs. were two million
domestic serv- Duchess of Bedford.--whose hus- working in America spoils a
Lubie Brannon, Route 3,Puryear,
so that our words can be heard as well as our voices."
Tenn: Robert Beard, Route 6, ants. Now there are fewer than band is the mo s.t publicized good servant, After all, Ameri- Rabb** Us• Stretched
250,000.
:s
nobleman In England — has a cans`offer high wages, televi- •BARTLESVILLE.
-Benton: Arvis Thorn, Route 1,
-We're trying to attract servant problem.
Ok'a. (UPI —A 5 _per cent insion sets, even cars.
JOHNSON CITY, TeL — Lyndon B. Johnson, return- Almo:
Mrs. Alma Edwards, Star young people into this work.
At Woburn Abbey, we,.have
So
"What can British aristo- crease In' U.S. synthetic rubber
Feature Time and
ing home after relinquishing the presidency to Richard Route, Mayfield:
Sammie Law- we educate would-be employers 20 servants," the duchess said. crata offer? Life in an ancient consumption in 1969 is
estiAdmission Price
U. Nixon:
son, Smithland County Rest Ho- in 'contemporary employment -The village
.people have been castle. Parties with titled guests. mated by Phillips Petroleum
"I've given it all I had. If we could.have had our, me, Smithland• Miss Ruth Todd, attitudes --our terms must
be serving my husband's family
"I'm not sure this gimmick*Company Total constraiption'"
druthers, we would have had peace. But you don't get 500 Walnut St. Murray: Mrs.John discreet. They are advised to be for generations. If you treat the will work today."
will be about 1,950,000 'm
everything in life "Duna (Betty) , Route 5 Murray:•Irtmoms•Ammottmr111long tons, compared with 1.'1161.834 im) long tons estimatWilliam Joseph, Route 2, Kirk,
WASHINGTON — A bearded demonstrator at the sey: Mrs. Omie Spann, 503 Elm
D. Grogan of Decatur, Ga.. to ed for 1968.
The carbon black industry is
St., Murray:
Tom W. Rowlett and Dew Drop
Bilaugural parade:
An error was rhade in
by United Press International
B. Rowlett; five lots in Beale expected to increase consump•
"Let's get out of here and go home. It's getting dark
tion to 2.7 billion pounds, up
the Friday, Saturday and
Today is Tuesday, Jan. 21, the
and
Holton
Addition,
and Im getting scared."
ADMISSIONS
4.6 per cent over 1968, when
21M day of 1969 with 344 to
Monday ads for the
Commonwealth of Kentucky to 2.59
billion poluicis were conAflldavitt of descent of James Hiram Tucker;
follow.
Cheri Theatre with re0.108
acres
on
sumed,
the
riabber
Adults 104
chemicaLs
The moon is between its new Robert Morton, died January 26, Kentucky 121
gard to feature time and
and U. S. 641 conn- division said.
Nursery 4
phase and first quarter.
1968, to Dorothy P. Morton, Mary ector
road.
admission price for The
Janusu•y 16, 1969
•
The evening stars are Venus Janice Morton, and Robert Pace
Luther F. H SOCIDI1 and Bertha
• • •
Graduate.
and Saturn.
Morton,
E. Hendon to Oren Williams and
The banjo presumably was
Mrs. Della Boggess L Baby
'The morning stars are Mars
James M. LaFuze of Fulton Guynell Williams; 17.9 acres
in brought to America beiore
Blessed is the man taat endures temptation.
Girl, 914 No. 18th St., Murray: and Jupiter.
to Harry U. Sparks and Lois S. Calloway County,
We call your attention
1780 by Negro slaves from West
—James 1:12. Miss Martha Goatley, Route 2,
On this day in history:
Sparks; two lots in Pine Bluff
to the corrected feature
Billington Finance and Invest- Africa.
Experience and divine revelation teach that strong Mayfield: Mrs. Willie WinchesIn 1861, Jefferson Davis re- Shores Subdivision.
• • •
ment Company, Inc., to Bobby R.
times and admission
character is developed only 'through testing.
ter, Route 1, Almo: Mrs. Robbie signed from the United States
Neal Starks Lod Kathleen Star- Johnson and Sara Johnson;
The John Birch society was price shown in today's
three'
Flood, Puryear, Tenn: Mrs. Wil- Senate 12 days before IfisaissiO ks to Fofest L. Oakley and
Glen-Ibis in Plainview AcresSubdivLs- founded in 1958.
ads.
ma Fair ris, 1709 Ryan Ave., Mur- pi seceded from the Union.
• • •
•da 13, Oakley; 13.6 acres on HopJion.
in 1254, the first atomic-pow' kins Short Road.
ray: Robert Taylor, Route 3,
Karma is an act of piety permad submarine Nautilus matt Lilliao Winchester to
Murray:
formed in anticipation of rein-'
Buford
launched at Groton, Conn.
carnation in the 'Hindu and
L. Winchester, both of Rockford,
LEDGIOR a TOM$ FILR
1965,
in
Indonesia
Gas
formally
Appliances
Buddhist religions.
DISMISSALS
111.; two lots in Circarama Subresigned from the United Nat- division
On Increase
NEW YORK ,UPI) — Forty
Mrs. Louise Buckingham, So. ions.
Deaths reported today are Mrs. Annie Jordan, Mrs.
Paul E. Gordon and Bobbie E.
million more gas appliances are
In 1968, a US. Air Force B-52
9th St., Murray: Ray BuckinghRobert Lee Kelly, and Ewing Farmer.
Gordon of Benton to Kenneth and
— Last Times Today —
in use today in residences
bomber carrying four hydrogen
Manga Sue Harris of Benton RouThe new ECIrksey Baptist Church building is pic- am, So, 9th St., Murray: Orville
Carson McCullers'
'across
the
bombs
nation
crashed
than
off
Greenland.
were
in
te Three; property near Marshall service 10
tured today. It is now in use by the members and is in Dublin, 203 So, 12th St. Murray:
years ago, according
A thought for the day —
Mrs.
Juanita
Martin,
Route
3,
County
"THE
Line,
HEART IS A
Use Bathe location as the old church. Rev. Terry M. Sills
to the Gas Appliance ManuMurray: Mrs. Delta Green, 209 President Harry Truman said,
Lee M. Greer to James L. facturers Association. Now the
LONELY HUNTER"
Is the pastor of the church_
"The
responsibility
of
the
great
Maple St., Apt. Number 5, MurAlan Arkin
Murray State Thoroughbreds won over the East
states is to serve and not dool- Adams and Patricia R. Adams of units number 136 million, an Inray: Mrs, Sheltie Barnett, Box
Henry County, Tenn.,Robert Jer- rease of 42 per cent over the
inate the world."
Tennessee team 773 to 62 in a basketball game this
'23, Hardin: Mrs. Eva Smith 4*
ry Bowden and Joyce Ann Bowden 96 million Appliances in homes
week.
Baby Boy, Routel, Almo: Truman
of Murray; lot in J. N. Ryan a decade ago. They are used by
y
y
Officers of the Murray Square Dance Club are Mau- Young, 1505 Sycamore, Murray:
more than 46 million gas cusIndustrial Subdivision,
rice Craw Sr., Robert Etherton, and Nix Crawford.
Mrs. Annie Sanders, Route 1, Vinyl Plumbing
Leonard Morris to J. Noland tomers, including 38 million
Farmington: Orval Evans, 604
AKRON. Ohio UPI;—Vinyl Harvey and Lou J. Harvey; lot served by utility companies.
The other 10 million residenSycamore St., Murray: Mrs. Ja- has berczne the fastest growing In Keeneland Subdivision,
tial customers utilize bottled or
cqueline Needy L Baby Girl, product In the plumbing marModern Homes Construction
Route 1, Murray: Clarence Dale ket. according to a trade Company to G. A. C. Trans Wor- tank Ras.
Witty, Route 1, Murray: Mrs. sours,.
ld Acceptance Corp.; 3.03 acres Planes
ILISDGER•TIMM FIX/
to Order
Officiels at B F Goodrich on State
Ninnie McCallum, Puryear, TeHighway 280,
TULSA, Okla. , UPI) — The
Chemical
-.Company.
producer
nnessee:
Rosemary McIntosh to Dwain huge Maintenance and
Engiof vinyl raw materials, predict
Michael Ray Raley, three months old son of Mr and
that within 10 years the versa- McIntosh; lot in Kingswood Sub- neering Center operated by
division.
American Airlines in Tulsa is
Mrs. Paul R. E.ley of Highland Park, Mich., died Janutile product will become the
ze
Thomas S. Crites and Martha becoming expert at turning out
ary 18. Graveside services were held at the Ratteree
The New Mexico State Gem most widely used material In
Haw Crites to M. Edward Veasee specially equipped plapes for
residential plumbing.
Cemetery yesterday.
is the terquoise.
and Nancy K. Veazey; lot in Rob- VIPs.
Mr. and Mrs. N P. Hendricks or Basel will celebrate
It has made special modifierts and Rickman Subdivision,
their 55th wedding anniversary on January 24.
June S. Gingles of Nashville, cations on Boeing 727s and
Miss Charlotte Durkee was in charge of the program,
other lets for Vice President
Co-Starring ...
Tenn., and Judy S. Fitts of MurSpiro T. Agnew, the late Sen.
"Hour of(harm", presented at the meeting of the Music
ray to Bobby Nix Crawford and
ULE •
Robert Kennedy, President
Department of the Murray Womans Club.
tliSM—TV
Martha Crawford; 2.591 acres on Richard
—TY
Nixon, Gov. Nelson
Chasse! 4
The appointments of Miss Ruth Cole as college nurse
Channel S
Johnny Robertson Road.
Chaise! a
Si S I : Ili
,II
Rockefeller and Sen. Eugene 1111 SI (.1.1'
11 1#11 5,4
and Liss Patricia Holt as instructor for the classes of
William T. Grogan and Veda McCarthy.
TUESDAY
EVENING PROGRAMS
Mrs. Mary Ed Hall. were announced this week by Dr.
WIt...es ime.
111 ien
Ralph H. Woods, president of Murray State College.
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• Detroit 2nd Bagger Claims

TUESDAY - JANUARY 21, 1989

UK Moves Up To Number 5;
Tar Heels Getting Stronger

Colts Superior To New York

By (hilted Prose nternational
Western 70 Dayton 65
Morehead 63 E. Tennessee 59
Eastern 87 Tenn. Tech 71
in the nation with an unble- Bella:mine 103 Lewis 77
mished 18-0 mark, retained the Christian Bros. 76 T. More 70
No. 3 position while Davidson
12-1 remained the No. 4 team. KENTUCKY
HIGH SCHOOL
Kentucky replaced idle Illinois
BASKETBALL RESULTS
as the fifth-rankled team u the
Wildcats us Moir record to Oar
United Press Mernational
11-2.
Tates Creek 81 Breathitt Co. 58
Bardstown 72 010.1 56
New Mexico State 15-0 climb- Bryan
Station 55 Lafayette 52
ed a notch from the previous Knox Cent. 84
Whitley Co 54
week to the No. 6 spot while
Burgin 82 Sinai Western 51
surprising St. John's continued

By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer

football Matters, and two, he's
By STEVE SMILANICH
an avowed Colts' fan, but he's
UPI Sports Writer
still entitled to his say.
NEW YORK UPI - Some dieNEW YORK Mrs - The North
"There's no greater feeling in
Carolina Tar Heels are working
1P) hards still aren't convinced.
the world, being an underdog and
on a new win streak and strengThey don't care what the sco- winning like the Jets
did," says
thening their position in the
re was, they still think the Bal. McAuliffe, who
experienced sonational basketball ratings while
timose Colts are a evertor ball
mething of the same sensation
continuing to move toward anoclub to the *MU cautplos New himself
a little more than three
ther possible confrontation with
York Jets.
months ago, "but I'm sure if
defending champion and topThese Immo Rocks of Gibral- they played
again and kept on
ranked UCLA.
tar come in all shapes and sizes
playing and playing, the Colts
The Tar Heels continued their
and from all different stations.
would come out on top."
comeback after an upset toss to
The neighborhood milkman,
"Then how did the Jets beat
St. John's of New York during its rise by moving to the sevenBy FRED MCMANE
butcher and dentist all have their 'em even
once?" A guy asked
th position. The Redmen are
own ideas of what would happen McAuliffe.
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. UPI - Th- by United Press International the Holiday Festival Tourna- 12-2 for
UPI Sports Writer
An expert in the art of anthe season.
ment
by
posting
a
98-99
triumthe next time the Colts met the
The three-way Ohio Valley
ere's no sign up yet but you can
''Everybody has his day," lagling can make a cast of beph
over
Wake
Forest-the
sixJets. They're all pretty sure ughed the
basketball
race
Rival coaches got a good look bet Harvard will shortly prohibit Conference
Illinois 11-1 was ranked eigh- tween 125 and 375 feet from
second baseman,
tightened Monday night when th straight success since the set- th by the 35-member coaches one,designated
the outcome would be entirely
"Even the Detroit Tigers, the-Saturdat night at what tO expect javelin throwing in its hugh new
spot to another
back
to
the
Redmen.
third-place Morehead hiked its
s•-•••
rating board and Villanova mo- depending upon the weight of
dilferent from the result in Mia- day they won the
seventh game from the UCLA basketball team $300,000 track facility.
The triumph pushed North
ved up one position to No. 9. his leader sinker.
mi's Super Bowl nine days ago. of the world series?"
next year without' All-America
That's because an errant javel- conference record to 5-2 with a
narrow 63-59 homecoure win Carolina's season record to 13- Tulsa, leader of the Missouri
Dick McAuliffe is one of those
"We beat Bob Gibson one out Lew Alcindor gazing down their in could wipe out what Harvard
over
slumping East Tennessee. 1 and heibed coach Dean Valley Conference, joined the
still not convinced the Jets are of three. That
officials claim is the largest
doesn't prove we throats-trouble.
The
Eagles edged closer to Smith's club solidify its hold on select list as the Golden Hurbetter than the Colts. He has two can beat him every
With the 7-toot-I-inch Alcindor "bubble building" in the world,
time. I lionidle
Murray
and Western Ken- the No. 2 position in the week- ricane moved into the No. 10
strikes against him because,one, esHy think Gibson
didn't have playing only 17 minutes and con- a hugh 45,000 square foot strue- tucky, co-leaders with 4-1 leag- ly United Press International position. Tulsa has a 13-2
rehe's Detroit's second baseman his best stuff when
major college basketball rat- cord.
we beat him. tributing just eight points, the tare made of inflated, vinyl-cove- ue marts.
and baseball players don't ord- I feel all the
red nylon.
ings.
circumstances in- top-ranked Bruins relied heavily
Western,
meanwhile,
stretchThe big bubble was used offinarily concern themselves with volved at the time
UCLA, as expected, was nambenefitted us. on a strong bench Saturday night
ed its overall record to 11-6 by
Gibson generally gets more rest to humble the University of Ho--cially for a track meet for the downing Dayton 70-65 on the ed the No. 1 team by the. MARK EVERY GRAVE
between starts than he got agai- uston 100-64 in a nationally tele- first time this week and was road. Eastern Kentucky over- UPI Board of Coaches for the
vised contest.
ptly.deemed a hugh succ- came
nst us. We were lucky."
a six-point second half seventh consecutive week of
Sophomore Steve Patterson, or both by the participants and deficit to defeat Tennesesee the campaign. The Bruins, un"You saying the Jets were
the heir-apparent to Alcindor, officials of the Ivy League school. Tech 87-71 in the only other beaten in 12 starts this season,
lucky?"
The bubble, which from nearby game involving OVC teams.
protected their perfect record
"I'm saying I think the Colts played his longest game for UCLamar Green and Willie Saturday night by
can do it next year. As a matter LA and showed everyone that Storrow Drive looks like a moordemolishing
of fact I thought they had a chan- the Bruins have nothing to fear ed, white blimp, is Harvard's Jackson tallied 16 and 14 points, Houston 100-64.
ce to come On and still win when at the center position next seas- answer to skyrocketing constr- respectively, for Morehead. The
Santa Clara, winningest team
Since
DILLAR OR DOLLAR
they grabbed that onside kick on by controlling the boards and uction costs and the constantly Eagles held a 31-26 halftime
starting
changing
needs
several
in
terms
fast
of
BOWLING LEAGUE
cobreaks,
but
lead
fell
behind
by
two
near the end but I have to take
Junior guard John Vallely and llegiate athletic facilities.
points early in the second half.
Week of Jan. 17, 1969
my hat off to the Jets, they held
senior guard Bill Sweek also
Given to the university by the
W. L. 'em."
Team Standings;
Morehead managed to put a
BUILDERS OP FINE
Sparemakers
34
NJ
"What did you think of Joe were instrumental in the Brui- anonymous "Friends of Harvard damper on ETSU guard Harley
MEMORIALS
ns' victory with 18 and 15 points Track," it has been under con- Swift, holding the hot-shooting
32% 77% Namath?"
Four Seasons
Porter White
Manager
Trumpets
By JOE CARNICELLI
32 28
"He reminded me of Denny respectively, and soph Curtis struction since last October and senior to eight points. Swift was
111 Maple St. 753-2512
Maros
averaging 21 points going into
30% SS% McLain. A lot
Sports_
Rowe
UPI
Writer
measures
played
a
300
fine
feet
in
length,
defensive
of cockiness but
Twisters
30 30
NEW YORK urt - Stan "The
150 feet wide and 60 feet high. the contest. Mike Kretzer led
plenty of coolness to- go with game and scored 14 points.
4 Fantaatics
29% 30% it."
The remainder of the UPI top
The bubble, which needs no the Buc attack with 18 points Man" Musial will have Ms fi•
Eastern picking up steam af- nest hour today.
Befuddled Four
29% 30%
"What about Detroit next sea- 10 who saw action Saturday also daytime illumination, contains
"The Best In Service . .. Best of Gasoline" from
ter a slow start this season,
24 38
• Glory Stompers
Musial, the former St. Louis
son? Not the Lions, the Tigers." were successful. Second-ranked runways and pits for pole vaultwas led by the 25-point perfor- Cardinal great whose famed
High Team Game
"We have an excellent chan- North Carolina beat Wake For- ing, high jumping and the long mance
of Bobby Washington corkscrew- batting stance plagFour Seasons
593
est 94-89, third -ranked Santa jump in the dirt-floored central
ce."
in pasting its third OVC win a- ued National League pitchers
Astros
587
Clara
whipped
area
and
Across from Jerry's Restaurant - Phone 753-9131
a
San
bright,
Jose
red
six-lane
St.
64"Of what?"
gainst four losses.
Glory Stompers
for 22 years, is virtually certain
553
Max MeCniston • We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
"Of winning, what else? Like 49, fourth -ranked Davidson sq- tartas %track with white marking
Jim
McDaniels,
High. Team Series
Western's
to
be elected to the Hall of
7ueezed brYM I 66-64,sixth-rank- lines around the inside.
foot center, dumped in 25 points Fame t3day.
Four Seasons
1858 Don Shula says, finishing second ed Kentucky topped
The weight events are held
Tennessee
doesn't
mean
anything.
That's
to
spark
the Hilitappers' comeAstros
The only question concerning
WOO
69-66, seventh-ranked New Mex- outside the oval and a stand for
from-behind win.
4 Fantastics
Musial, who is eligible for the
1578 the way all of us felt last year ico 'State
400
spectators
defeated
is
Texas,
currently
El
Palocaand
I'm
sure
we'll
feel the same
The 'Toppers went on a scot-. first time this season, is who
High Ind. Game Scratch
so 80-65, eighth-ranked St. John's ted near one end of the big' ing
spree late in thg second ther he can become the first
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a net he gets mad. What should I do?
reading from Mark 11:24.
----- st the club house at 7:30 p.m. with Mrs. Melugin.
Miss Jackson chose to wear The new president, Mrs. Walt
RUNNING OUT OF PATIENCE
An auction sale will be held
for the occasion a pale green ter Duke, presifled. She sueDEAR RUNNING: I agree, that make; years seeds a HiNtessegprill be - Mesdames A. dress. She Was presented a
D. Wallace, Maurine J. Hopson,
cor- reeds Mrs. Leroy7Eldridge who
Net—maybe both kinds. Yearn probably an eat of patience Bernard
Bell, Ruth Blackwood, sage of white carnations with has served for the past two
bathe be rma ma et hair, se hit him thew he's no treat to L. K. Pinkley, and
wedding bells by the hostesses. years. Mrs. Nina Nesbitt, secreEugene
sleep with, and let hiss make a ebeke.
Mrs. Kenneth Arbon,
Flood.
Lazy, read the minutes and °an•••
ther of the lion=ir
otd
aeMrs.
the roll.
The Murray High School Meda Jackson,
r of Mrs. Eldridge Gee gave the
DEAR ABBY: I'd like to put in my two cents' worth about
the honoree, were else present- landscape notes on "Planting
the woman who didn't want her husband present when she Band will sponsor its annual
ed hostesses' gift reneges of 'Evergreens", and Mrs. J. T.
pve birth because she didn't want him to see her "naked" in buffet at the Holiday Inn from white
carnations.
5:30 to eight p.m to raise funds
Taylor directed the recreation.
front of other people. Of all the reasons she could have thought for
Arrangements of pink gla- A gift was selected to be
its trip to Six Flags concert
up, that is the dumbest.
contest at Dallas, Texas, in the dioli and red roses flaoked oy pent to Mrs. Naomi Barrett,
In the first place she is NOT naked, and besides, she is spring.
pink candles were used as de- klub member, now a patient at
• ••
corations on the register table be Murray-Calloway County
there to have a baby, not to make a stag film. And as for your
and the refreshment table.'Pink ospital.
advice in this came, dish boo and hiss Having a baby is a
Saturday, January 25
The Alpha Department of the punch and null cakes.decorat- I Refreshments were served by
joint effort. She is set awn HER thing, she is doing THEIR
Murray Woman's Club will ed with wedding bells were the hostess. Others present, not.
thing
served.
previously
mentioned, were
Oily sece
biMscylk_a woman have a child alone, and have its noon Itmeheon at the
Thirty persons were present Mrs. John Gibbs, Mrs. Eva Curd,
club house with Mesdames ThoAil Wall 21AO von I he a stable. Sincerely,
.
mas awn. Bon Cr•wford, or sect gifts.
_
land Miss Reble Steely.
P. N.[HOLLYWOOD]
S•
Wayne Williams.. Sylva Atkins,
Boron Jeffrey, and George Bart
DEAR ABBY: This is for Ruthie, who objects to getting all as hostepses.
SPECIAL!
•••
Light Up
ddied up be kr best clothes to be entertained in somebody's

et

Miss Susan Munday And Ronald Yarno
Marriel'Satigrday In Church Ceremony

amir`

SOCIAL CUM

Bridal Couple Is
Honored At Dinner

•

Mrs. Goldia Curd
Presents Lesson
At Pottertown Meet

l

cr
'

Hazel Baptist WMS
Has Evaluation
Of Year's Progra

4

11

•

The Real Test
of Love

Thompson Home Is
Scene Of Meeting
Paris Road Club

Miss Patsy Jackson
Honored At Shower
At Melugin Home

PRI
CE
ISALE DRESSES

JACKETS
RAIN COATS 1 RACK
SWEATERS —
LINGERIE
VALUES TO $3300 SKIRTS
GLOVES
SPECIAL
LINENS
HAND BASS
SUITS
PANTY HOSE-,S10.00
PAULUUULII
JEWELRY
NT-SUITS
SCARVES
UP TO
WOOL COATS
TABLE CLOTHS

DRESSES

SAYINGS

agar renege= Miss:

Our cellar haggithe to be a lot larger than our living room,
has more chair,. !edifies for elbow-bending. dancing, pool
playing, etc. Our Moods have better taste than to wear black
velvet and rhinestones to a cellar party, neither do they wear
moccasins and jeans to a formal affair.
Ruthie's cup of tea is six people looking bored and
elegant in the !hang room, fine. the ian't being forced to come
to the type of party that is our mug of suds, and nobody is
TOOTS, OLEAN, N Y
going to miss her Sincerely.
Everybody has a problem. What's years? For • perusal
✓eply write to Abby. the MIN. Los Awoke Cat seem and
oaths* a stamped. sel-aildreseed aserskepe.

•

FOR AMY'S BOOKLET. 'WOW TO HAVE A UWFIT
WEDDING." SEND Moe TO ASSY, SOX Mee, LOS
ANGELS.. CAL.. mese

Bonus Babies
CLEVELAND 'Dm — Crime
TOKYO 'UPI' -A village in and traffic
accidents cost U.S
central. Japan pays a bonus of
taxpayers more than $33 billion
10.000 yen ($27 771 to any In
101111, according to the Street
mother who gives birth to her
and Highway Safety Lighting
fourth child or more City fathers of Nakatonti put the birth Bureau Of this total law the
Bureau said. conservative estiallowance into operation Jan.
mates show at least half insure
because my many young couat night when darkness obples Were moving to big cities.
scures the criminal's actions
and makes for poor driving
Cover That Sneeze
visibility
UNION. NJ , UPI) — A
sneere blasts' 20.000 virus-laden
Accordina to the Bureau,
droplets 12 feet into the air at ustIcs show Installation etaof
a speed of 150 feet per second proper street lighting is
one
according to the makers of a
cold drug tCoricidin D. Even Immediate a n d constructive
talking propels—Viruses eight step communities can take to
reduce this costly bill
feet.'the researchers said

FOUR
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a Dunn Circle
sts At Home 01
r. J. R. Henan,"
Ares Dunn Circle
RBI
m's Society of CInielima
of the lithe! United Me
I Church met in the bow
s. J. R. Hernias on We.
*wary 14. et two *lied
e afternoon.
Imwes Smithermen,
chairmen, presided and
I prayer.
subject of the program
"Prayer" with theeepts
the book, 'Tv* Go& Ti
To Somebody Ger. dth
I by Mrs. Robert Taylor,
N. S. Jones, Mrs. Claude
son, Mrs. H. 0. Brethien,
Ire. Ralph Edtherds.
D. N. White presented
1cle from the "Christian
I" which was entitled
kiss Time To Pray". A
don followed and Mrs.
read the scripture from
12. Mrs. W. S. Jones led
mini prayer.
gracious boaters, Mrs.
4, assisted by Mn.
le, served a lovely
to the members present.
• ••

r. Goldia Curd
sents Lesson
Pottertown Meet

.'die Curd pseemeted
mon at the ffsesiste el Vie
town Homemakers Club
on Wednesday, January
ten-thirty o'clock in the
rug at the Holiday Inn.
table Dress For Differ.
thaions" was the subject
lesson. given by Mrs.

Bessie &Awn gave the
in on "What Would Be
lah for the New Year".
aid her scripture teeth
11:11, end said one wish
be "good Mende wbe
imderstand sod still re!riends."
recreation wee directed
I. 'Annie Meese. Mrs.
Alderdice, president,
A and dein wets takes
e craft lemma, luggage

h was served in the din'en at noon. Others pee01 previously mentioned,
(Academes Katie Overcast,
lugin, Pattie Overcast,
Is Ceased, Mollie Hew
rrtle Casey, Owls Ciele.
mcbe Larson.
•••
rew Jackson Wag the
.8. President to be born
g cabin.
• • •
fly-two per cent of the
iU of Tows live on farina.

11

• Backstairs
at the
Whitehouse
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MURRAY. KENTUCKY

NORTH FORK
NEWS
By Mrs. R, D. Key
January 14, 1969

WASHINGTON UPI - Backstairs at the White House:
"Morbid, morbid, said sensitive presidential daughter Luci
Johnson Nugent as she surveyed
the packing cases inside the White House and the inaugural scaffolding outside.
"It's like a wake," she said,
then hastened to add "it's all in
jest. We all make morbid jokes
In jest. It makes it easier."
In a telephone interview, frequently interrupted by her 19-month old son Lyn who grabbed the
phone to chatter, Luci spoke with
deepfelt convictions of her five
years in the White House and her
future in Texas.
"The White House has been my
home for five years," she said.
THE BUDGET DOLLAR, where it comes from and where it-goes, is one of the charts accom• "It has been difficult, tumultuous
panying President Johnson's budget message to Congress for fiscal 1970
and traumatic at times. But it
has been worth it."
"I feel I am beginning a new
life but still in limbo because Bus To Jail
Muscular Insects
Moil Order School
Pat still is away," she said.
LONDON ( UPI —TransporATLANTA (upu — Insect/
BERKELEY, Calif. (UPI)—
Her husband, Airman IC,Patrick tation was no problem when have as many as 4,000 different
J. Nugent will end his tour of police arrested 10 youths and muscles and man less than 500. An unequalled range of collegelevel correspondence courses is
day in Vietnam in mid-April. three girls aboard a double- report researchers at Orkin Ex- now being offered
to students
Loci said she is "proud" of decker bus on suspicion of terminating Company, leading throughout the world by the
him because he turned down a shoplifting. The bus driver insect and pest control firm.
University of California Extenae' promotion to sergeant because agreed to drive the bus to the
sion's Department of Correnearest police station.
Blonde
Beets
BM
he is not going to make the milspondence Instruction.
ELLESICCRE, PORT, Engitary a career and be felt others
The 1969 bulletin lists a new
land
(
I)
UP
—
Embarrassed
high of 324 courses in 50 subin the service rated it more "to
post office staff members re- ject areas. Among them
are 19
support their families," said Lu- Johnson has always been of a
Ported to pollee here that the courses given for the first time,
ci.
philosophic bent. Now she is shapely blonde they made comincluding urban renewal, poLuci observed that Tricia Nix- more so.
fortable in the postmaster.
, lice administration. internaon, 22, is moving into the White
She said her feelings were private office for her phone call tional relations, cost accountHouse "at just the right age." "complex" when her father de- to Australia had sneaked out ing. ancient
Egyptian literature
"I was 15 and a half," she cided not to run for reelection. without paying the 50 pounds and history of the American
recalled, "and I had to adjust to "I wanted him to live and Imp) due on the call
theater.
• adolescence and to find myself." enjoy his grandchildren but on
Speaking of Tricia, Luci said the other hand, I have faith in
"I'm very pleased for her, es- my father as President and his
pecially because Julie is marr- political philosophy."
ied to former President Dwight
She also felt assurance that
D. Eisenhower's grandson David. he was at the helm while her
She's young and attractive.
husband was in Vietnam, the
C
"The only thing I am some- said. "I trust his judgement,"
what remorseful about is the she said.
time I spent adjusting to my new
She has saved mementos, inposition."
cluding matchbooks and the menu
•
Luci says dating for a single of the last state dinner. She will
girl in the White House has prob- miss the Secret Service agents.
lems but "the prospects also
She hopes to write a book
Increase." Her advice to the someday of her years in the
Nixon girls is to "be like a White House. The happiest tiigoonge-listen and learn all you me, she declares, was when she
can during those precious yea- got married. The saddest momrs,"
ent there was when she said
The black-haired, blue eyed goodby to Pat as he left for Vietdaughter of outgoing President nam.

Well about all the news today
Is flu and colds. Lots of sickness
Is reported around, especially in
Pur year.
Mrs. Torn Wilson has been sick
three weeks with the flu. She went in Tuesday to see Dr. Newman. She now has an infection in
the head and chest.
Mitch Sykes has been sick the
past week with a cold. Mrs. Glynn Orr has also been sick and
was in Paris Sunday to see Dr.
Newman.
Mrs, Douglas Vandyke is able
to be back at work.
" Adolphus Paschall was taken
to the Henry County Hospital on
Monday. He is reported to be very sick.
Mrs. Charlie Wicker, Mrs.
Joe Powell, and R. D. Key were
THIS GAPING HOLE in the flight deck's thick steel is part of the damage caused by a
in Paris Monday to see Miss
series of explosions on the aircraft carrier Enterprise in the Hawaiian Islands. The carEmma Hocper who is not so well.
rier is back at Pearl Harbor. toting up the damage and heavy loss of life.
Mr. and tirs, Jerry Vandyke
are the proud parents of a baby
girl, named Teresa Ann, torn Mitch, Mrs, R. D. Key, and Mor- ner guests of Bro. Vaded and Glass Globe
December 28. They now live in ris Jenkins visited Mrs. Douglas family on Sunday.
NEW YORK (UP!
has
Joe Powell resigned his job been said that if the crust of
Washington. Mr. and Mrs. Doug- Vandyke Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Pas- In Paducah and is now working the earth were melted and
las Vandyke are the grandparents.
chall visited the Oman Paschalls in Nashville where he and his then cooled the result would be
one gigantic ball of glass. The
family will move soon.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins spent the on Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris Bro. Vaden visited Adolphus reason, explains the Glass Conday with Mrs. Cooper Jones on
and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Galli- Paschall In the hospital Tuesday. tainer Manufacturers Institute,
Monday.
is that glass is made largely of
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Barrow more were dinner guests of Gay. He also visited Mr. and Mrs. silica, which is ordinary sand,
Tom Wilson at their home.
and children, Bro. and Mrs. War- Ion H. Morris on Sunday.
and much of the earth's surren Sykes and daughter, Susan, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sykes
face is composed of the same
visited Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon H. and son, Tony, and Mr. and Mrs.
substance. Indeed, sand is the
Morris Saturday night, Singing R. D. Key visited the Warren
most plentiful raw material on
Using Franking Freely
Sykes' over'the weekend.
was enjoyed by the group.
the planet.
MANILA (UPI) — Filipino It is estimated that there is
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr and
Mrs, Cordfa Morris visited
politicians, making use of their enough sand in
--the world to
Mrs. Tom Wilson Friday night. son visited Mrs. Bertie Jenkins franking
privilege, sent out a continue making glass bottles
R. D. Key visited Oman Pasc- on Sunday.
daily average of 240,000 pieces
the
present
at
rate
for 3 bilMr. and Mrs. Douglas Kemp, of postage-free
hall and A, L. Paschall on Wedmail during the lion years, according to RichMrs. Beth Fields and daughter, 1968 Christmas season,
nesday.
accord- L. Cheney, OCIATs executive
Mrs. Warren Sykes and son, and Miss Janet McGee were din- ing to the Bureau of Posts.
director.

PEOPLES SANK
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Deaths From Scorpions
Big Problem in Mexico

1AINS

LOSES
NEATERS
SKIRTS
LINENS
SUITS
BLOUSES
NT-SUITS
LE CLOTHS

TU

4% Savings Accounts now yield an
effective rate of 4.08%
*Interest is now =pounded daily for every day
on every dollar
*Interest posted quarterly

*

A Mexican woman in Ilse state of Nayarit points
to leafy vine, habitat of scorpions, cleared
away from the imm•cliatic vicinity of her home.

*No loss of interest on withdrawls made during
quarterly period

By SILL STAIR
Central Press Association Correspondent
MEXICO CITY -The Mexican National Institute of Tropical

Diseases -here has assigned a special team of scientists to study
the problem of increasing deaths from scorpion stings throughout
the republic.
Mexican scorpions account for some 2.000 or more death* each
year, contrasted to the negligible mortality rate of less than one
fatality per year in the' United States.
Twenty-one of Mexico's 29 states have reported human deaths
scorpions, the bulk of such reports coming from the Mexican
from
A.
Pacific states of Colima. Nayarit and Guerrero. During the rainy'
winter months, scorpions, in fact, comprise the largest single
cause of death in these areas.
According to Dr. Luis Mozzotti of the Mexican Public Health
Ministry, children are the usual victims of the scorpion's sting.
Dr. Mossotti says the scorpion's
venom causes respiratory palsy windows and overhanging
of bulbar origin.
branches of trees and shrubs
Irs the out-of-the-way villages. and cut away from the dwelling.
Mexican children have an un- By such means an acceptable
usually dangerous giun:_, they degree of success has been
V catch scorpions, holding them reached.
The Institute of Tropical Disimmobile with a stick or other
instrument and pinch off their eases initially built 20 such modpoison stinger. then make pets el homes in two areas having
high mortality rates from scorof them
pion stings with such success
• • •
that 100 more homes are now
' MEXICAN scientists have at- in the process of construction
tacked the problem, using only
The noted French entomolosuch materials and ideas that gist, Fabre, said of the 40 spewill find acceptance among the cies of scorpions known to inpeoples of the interior. Finding habit Latin America. "they are
ik that although scorpions can loners ""Find two scorpions tow climb plaster, cement and wood- gether," Fabre wrote. "and they
en walls, they cannot climb a are either mating or killing each
perfectly smooth surface, work- other."
ers merely add a strip of aluThe scorpion's unsocial beMinum, glazed tile, or high' havior is explained by scientists
gloss enamel paint around the who point out that unlike most'
be.. of ic houre.
ism.
on Earth,
s
forms of lit
the )4exThe same' slick substance is icanz
uoia hasn't changed in

*Daily interest from date of deposit to date
of withdrawal
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How Can TV
Aid Child To
Develop

MURRAY. _KENTUCKY

Hospital Reiwit SEEN & HEARD

. 101
Cams — Adults
6
Onness — Nursery ..
Ad/abalone. Januar., 19. 1969

TUESDAY — JANUARY 21, 1989

..

(Continued Frain Page 11
and created a program for
ecoeocnic rehabilitation of
rope following World War
which bore his name. "the
thsli Plan". This was an
dent in the life of George C.
Marshall'.

tairseeee Collins, Route 1,
Ram Wra. Ethel Netball,
Draft 1,Mast Mrs. Kathy McQOM EMIte 1, 14ell Grove:
Henry AMMO, Revile 3, Murray;
By DAVID NYD1CK
Dees Hoeft Movie 1. Murray;
Robert
500 Pine Street, Thanks Mr. Barnitsit.
UPI &NORM Specialist
MRITWAY: Alias Cooper, Route 4,
Murray; Logs Witham. 1503 This Is one more incident in
Hos ale libelabs cbtratetss W. Mal" Street, Murray; Mrs. lives of great men which points
Sawa Route 1, Murray; out the fact that it is easy to
bthe&Tama*82NW dile
There are Mimi abalassapea David WHIM 211 aprons Street. give up and quit, but difficult
to stay at it and come out on
th Involved In RI lee Oftelee- urraY; Mrs- AI*
lebn at home and at school. Route 5, HurreYt UMW! Timo top.
thy Henderson, Bs'1, RonIs there any truth to the cry
that television is ackling to the ton; Miss Erie Illpisat, 1319 Successful people literally re'Olive Blvd.. Murrap.
fuse to stay down. They overens of juvenile delinquencome challenges instead
cy? BM Ole it affect your child?
Damshm010.,
James Hopkins, Route 1, Dex- buckling under at the first obThere are missy programs with
MMus of violence and CTIMe. ter; Mrs. Nancy Eldridge, Route stacle
Thom are also many educational 1, Maio; Charkie Haim 206
s, human interest ent- North 20th Street, Murray; Mrs, Whether one likes President
itle and vaudeville-type enterta- Mary Sykes, Box 344, Murray; Nixon or not, he must be adElmer Colson, 205 Broad Street, mired for his persistence. H
lament.
The problem's you fare are Murray; Master Jeff Clendenen, wee through aix years ago, detypical of NOM aspects of bring- 604 South 9th Street, Murray; feated for president, defeated
ing ep children, There Is a need Mrs. Lola Cothran and baby for governor of California. Anyto. make decisions concerning boy, 1616 Hamilton, Murray; body else would have quit, but
the structure of a child's viewing Jessie Stock Route 3, Murray; be came back full of vim and
habits. Complete freedom is as Mrs. Blanche Lassiter, 919 vigor and won the presidency.
bas as complete interference. Coldwater Road, Murray; Mrs.
Depending on the child's age, he Lue Suiter, 111 South 12th 'Upward
Bound'
Street, Murray; Miss Judy Winshould be brought in on the decisSAN DIEGO, Calif. i UPI /—
chester, Box 173, Hazel; Mrs.
TWAT -COUNTER-INAUGURAL" PARAIX moves down Pennsylion through discussion.
Grady Poyner, Route 1, Lynn- As many as 60 Indian high
g •
vania Avenue in Washington, a march that resulted in some
You and your child shouldanalville; Mrs. Dora Edmonds, RI sebpol students are scheduled
scuffling and "missile"' throwing
yze his reeponeihilities, work 5, Murray.
to attend an eight-week course
out a plan which allows him sunext Summer at the University
•
of California at San Diego in
fficient time to complete his hoion begins at 8:30 am. with a mework., club activities, exer- mostly experimental. There is College preparatory work. This
discussion of tobacco varietier,- cise,
1
and relaxation. Within this Obviously much to be learned. will be part of the national Upfollowed by engineering practotal picture, a variety of telev- At the present time television ward Bound progrean.
tices for tobacco growers inThe students will att!..nd the
ision progress can be chosen. is needed in several ways.
eluding irrigation and mechaniThere are the special progra- annual courses each summer
The educational programs are
during their high
sation in harvesting. At 1100*
generally good. There are alwaye ms such as news coverage of 'When the trainingschool years.
a.m. the Spoonbill John Sheris completthe
astronauts
and
the
baseball
special
programs which are used counsellors will try to place
man Cooper, U.S. Senator, will
'staid
series.
In
different areas the students in colleges of their
not
spank on the subject The Cur- ually of particular value. Do
of the country there is actual choice, assist them in finding
rent and Fetish Tobacco Legis- feel that you must limit viewing
a
to this type of show.
• teaching of subjects by master scholarships and help them seKentucky Farmers Tobacco lation and How it affects the
'1
The child should be allowed to teachers.
Met fields of study.
Ix Days will be held in the Agri- Tobacco Industry".
There is also closed circuit
watch shows just for the sake of
tobacco
The
•
1966
crop
in
in
LexCenter
Science
CI edtairel
Busy Settler
Kentucky is expected to return entertainment. Remember that television which is used to bring
.° bellem:siesiky. kiewary
NEW'YORK (UPI) — Conthe late .evening are the talents of the specialist into
programs
in
growersthree
over
hundred
12 and 31st. Flo meeting opens
federate cavalry Gen. Joseph
many classrooms.
aimed
generally
adults,
Of
at
Growers
dollars.
of
million
the
c" with registrallea January 30 at
It does dot appear that telev- Wheeler engaged in more than
-7 11:00 am.The Skseenahle Leek .belgara Purchase Counties are course, you may find that there,
500 skirmishes. commanded 127
ision
can actually replace the full-scale
Is
special
a
specific
value
on
to
receive
expected
about
eight
battles and had 18
Geeerellin Will give the
teacher,
The
real
value
is
in
occasion.
horses shot from under him.
aidlieMB et 1:30 p.m. million dollars for their tobacco
bringing
enrichment
to
all
childCurrent
shows
research
that
Other . alternsen speakers and Crop
television does not turn the well ren. With the development of
their topics are:. Dr. Hugh Kig•
adjusted child into a juvenile worldwide television there are
.- er, The World and National
delinquent. However, studies ha- many more pos'sibllities.
Burley Tobacco Situation"; Dr.
About 700. babies are born
Your approach to the use of dioly with
ve shown that television appears
• G. W. Stokes, 'Tobacco and
birth defects, says
to have affected many of the television in your home can be the March of Dimes.
-.!• Health Research"; and epe*.
a
problem
or
an
asset,
Rememjuvenile
delinquents.
era on production practices
Federal State Market News SerThis leads us to the conclusion l ber that your intelligent use of
• eluding growing plants,
vice 1-3148 -14maisrAry Purr Ise
ration, disease control, penal*. AM Hog UMW Report In- that television is not theprobleat.' this medium can supply many
The poor adjustment was present hours of enjoyment and a great
ure blooming, herbicides fur gham ill Buying Stathns.
weed control.
Receipts 1611 H. Bar.cws before television had any effect deal of valuable knowledge.
The evening program will be and Gilts, Steady; Scws Steidy This suggests that your concerti
a banquet sponsored by Bream to 25c Higher..
should be with the mental and
Wilhasmon Tobacco Company. US 2-3 190.240 !be $19.50-2025; physical health of your child. Ho
Pre-registration is necessary for US 2-4 2004110 Ihs $19.25-19.73, will then be prepared to cope wiattending the banquet. Growers US 2-4 230490 the $18.50-19.25; th.
..television and the many other
of the Purchase Area palming DB 34 HOMO kas $17.75-18.50; situations whIch he will face duSOWS:
to attend should notify W. R.
ring his We.
Hoover. Area Extension Agent- US 1-2 270-350 lbs $15.00-18.50,
Naturally, the schools are intTobacco, Mayfield, Esubmeky by US 1-3 300400 lbs 314.00-1500; ' crested in the educational value
Mary Brodie of Owensboro will
January 23.
US 2-3 400-600 lbs 113.25-1425.:of television. The use in educat- have her exhibition of weaving,
The second day of the sem'
ion is comparatively new and LS jewelry, and design material pieV
cos on display in the Fine Arts
Building at Murray State University Jan. 18-30.
Miss Brodie, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Reid Brodie, Jr"
of 2540 Farrier Place, is a senior majoring in art at Murray,

rearin,

R
; RING
_14(IM
_I I,

PRESIDENT NIXON givesirome last-minute instructions in Washington to his two top representatives at the peace talks just before their departure for Paris. No. I negotiator
s Henry Cabot Lodge lien). No. 2 is'Lawrence Walsh, former deputy attorney general.

Tobacco Days
Planned On
January 30

Market Report

DURING INAUGURAL FESTIVITIES, Vice President and Mrs. Spiro, T. Agnew mingle with
some people whose name. ARE household 0:Oirds white-clad Joel Grey. star of the musical ;Gesirge 51 ' Hugh O'Brian and Ed McMahon. both of television fame.

Exhibition Of
Art On Display

•

- West Germany's Economic Might
Has Kremlin Frankly Worried

Short Cur
FtOLLA, Me. a UPI i —It was
too -difficult for Pirooz Binesh
to finish high school.here. so
he simply enrolled in colleee
instead. Pirooz. from Abeam,
Iran, had been sent to Rolla
by his family to complete his
senior year in high school. His
brother Bizhan was a chemical
engineering student at the
University of Missouri at Rolla.
But when Piroor arrived, he
found he had no place to live
and that there were problems
fltting him into the high school
schedule. A university official
suggested Piroor take the university's entrance examination.
Plroor did. and quickly found
himself a freshman. movmg into a dormitory.
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NOW YOU KNOW
A view -of Nonnovor's Trade fair This is Icion's industrial showcase.

theitsul Press international
By OMER ANDERSON
Bonn in the best evideni-e whe
limy
toxicologists
plant
Central Pres
.
: Aso'-satioss Correspowdeot
the true economic Success bs t maintein the Ohio Buckeye has
BONN. West Germany After World War II. the Germans he found
seeds and leaves poisonous to
'beat their swords into sample cases, and today the result's are
• • •
Mae cattle.
behold
-astounding to
THERE is not much cimjec
ft. German economic strength has become no less awesome than
tore about the promise of Bonn'
was German military might.
Addrensing the United Nations General Assembly. Soviet For- gambit West Gcrman affluenc
the 1953 anti-Commun
Inspired
eign Minister Andnd Gromyko complained about the Bonn goverinnent's "East Policy."' which Gromyko claimed was a threat ist uprising in East German
and forced the Communist re
to lilhe security of the Soviet Union.
ems well may the Kremlin fear West German economic gime there to build the Berl
Armen as applied through Bonn a --East Policy '• This policy- Wail. And the promise of larg
-.cent* harmless enough Bonn is
'striving for friendship with all for expanded West Germany- I Bonn credits helped to fuel th
of the 'dates of Eastern Europe Soviet satellite economic coop- Czechoslovak drive to break ou
However the long-range itn- cration, including West German of the Kremlin's cconomi
plicatione are terrifying to the aid in building modern industri- straight):icket.
Today. the We'd Germs
Soivet Union B.ein'sEast Pol- al irustallatimui in the satellite
armed forces ate something o
icy.' bluntly defined, aims at in- involved,
telletex to • West Germany stands ready a joke. But Went German eon
"-Wing the Soviet
strength is awesome in
cant aside their Marxist fetters, to supply the satellites with
large credits and technical as- deed. Fekom now has the world'
• •
sistance in developing their re- largest gold rcaerves after
BONN-8 instrument. of course, spective economies.
United States and an embar
is not naked military might, but
As Gromyko and the Krem- raining chronic trade surplus
its economic strength The West lin perceive only too clearly, it Bonn boaats western Europe
Germans seek to draw the east- is virtually impossible for a highest living standard. and
ern European countries into the Soviet satellite to accept exten- best-paid worjiers
a
%tester's orbit by the magnetk sive western aid 'without. beThus. will may Gromyk
s
force of Bonns dazzling isco- c
ofom
.ca
inpgitailnisfemcted ,bfy f„te:
:
h env
vinirs -growl at the prosperous W
nomic
•ffluence
:
Germans. and the' Kreml
reg 37n4 president of the
The Federal Republic is work- prim*.
cringe at the prospect of al
United States looks in rine
s
ing to develop tra
.rie with the
The mere fact that a Soviet this affluence being applied a
fettle as he waves to one
('ontrnuntat states a ri d this satellite i receiving assistance a lever to pry the natedlites ou
and all in Washington
-.ide then will become the base not from Moscow but from of the Soviet spherc
•

Special new LTD
at a special low price:
Big•Quiet•Luxurious LTD•Deluxe
standard equipment includes a 302-cu
Options to suit personal tastes

in V-8

Pop-Option Sale on Fairlanes
with popular options:
•Vinyl-covered roof•Dual ••C'rig mirrors
•Pin stripe•Deluxe wheel covers•Whitewalls
•Full carpeting

Save on special Mustangs
with Pop-Options:
•Simulated hood air scoop•Special E78
whitewalls•Dual racing mirrors
•Pon stripe•Wheel covers
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PARKERS MOTORS.Inc 1.
MURRAY; KENTUCKY
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Kentucky is Ford Country. See your Ford Dealer.
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mingle with
star of the moon fame.

der.

Long-Time Chomp
DETROIT (UPI -Joe Louis
held the world heavyweight -title longer than any other
champion. Louis was the titleholder for 11 years. 8 months
and 9 days from 1937 to 1948.
reports the Rheingold Sports
Bureau. This time includes
Louis' U.S. Army service during World War II. During his
reign, Louis successfully defended his title 25 times.

Good from the Start
WASHINGTON (UP!'-U.S.
Supreme Court Justice Stroll,
White, an All-American
back at Colorado Unfiferitity
led the National Footbal
League in rushing in his 193
rookie year with the Pittsburgh Steelers. Justice Whi
played pro football to put him
self through Law School.

FOE RENT
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
FOR SALE
ROOMS NEAR University for NICE BRICK Net completed. 3 OUVER 00 Tractor and 12 foot
boys. Private entrance, air-con- large bedgemos, 2 bath rooms, disc, plow. and trailer, $250.00.
Americans spent $3 billion
dition0. Phone 753-6828. 1,21-C family mow kitchen with built- Phone 436-6444.
December is the top sales
Tvc
Within the school year Robert fox. dental care in 1066, flays month for life insurance,
COAVAISSIONER'S SALE
and
allTWO-BEDROOM house trailer in appliances, central heat
gained
three grade levels in r sad- the U.S. Public Health Serv- cording to the Institute of Life
AMENDED
-conditioning, patio, outside
one mile from city limits on Mr
STANDARD STAPLES Stock up
*achievement. The growth pro- ice.
Insurance.
NOTICI
SALE
OF
121 Concord Highway, on pri- storage. Only $21,500.
now! Reguar $1.10 for a box of
gressed in the manner. Robert
THE GOMMONWEALTH OF
vate lot. See John F. Taylor or A 4-BEDROOM tri-level under 5000; price now slashed to only KENTUCKY, Calloway Circuit
first took books on dogs and lookforbaths,
2
,
A
construction.
Has
call 753-5109.
ed at the pictures. He then stett1-21-P mal dining area. You should 80 cents during month of Jan- Court CHLOENE ALLLS1'ON
uary. Help us clear our excess Plaintiff,
ed to read the words. Soon he bee
CIGIU 110 WOOM0
NEW 2-BEDROOM duplex, dish- see this bargain priced house stock. At your Office
ACROSS
6-Prefix: not
Supply
By DAVID NYDICK
unGUMM OMMOm
gan to take books on other animaVERSUS
washer, disposal, range, air-con- now and select your own color Store, the Ledger &
time
7-At
no
DO MIMI= UD
Times.
UPI Education Specialist
ls. In about four months he startW A. ALLLSTON, SR. AND
8-Chapeau
1-Vessel
ditioner. Carpeted and paneled scheme.
m0 0009 0036
1-23-NC G. A. C. TRANS-WORLD AC9-Cyprincod fish
4-Son of Adair
ed to move into more difficult
throughout. Located on Locust •LARGE FARM located close to
mmaa MUM 0,
Z3
10-Dravidian
8-Strike
The library is one of the most books on adventure. This case 11-Swiss
Mucom nmalu
Drive. $110.00 per month. lake: priced at less than 2100 12' a 60 EMBASSY Mobile CEPTANCE CORP. Defendant.
14-Small amount
river
important
facilities
man
By
and
had
virtue
judgment
16-Period
in
the
MOM
of
12-Competent
school
of
a
time
amazing
results.
It
serves
acres
well,
Excellent
72
acre.
Phone 753-7550 after 5:00 p. m. an
Home, '87 Model. Three-bed18-Near
13-Man's name
Um MUM BU1jS1
J-24-C cleared. Come in and talk to room, all-electric, birch panel- order of sale of the Calloway building. It is a valuableaidtoall to show the kind of success which 15-Baby's bed
21-Improves
ma MEMO MOVU
rendered
the
Circuit
at
Court
areas
of
the
Is
program.
possible
when
a good library 17-Large tub
us about this.
22-Man's name
ing throughout. Phone 753-5346,
ODMO
MUM MU
FIVE-ROOM HOUSE and bath. A 2-STORY, 4-bedroom brick or Puryear 247-3949.
scale
23-Attempt
of
I9-Note
thereof
Jan.
13th
Rule
Term
The
school
librarian
is as im- and librarian are available.
um =MORO
TFNC
24-Garden tool
20-Obstruct
Ayailable Fetuuary 1st. 4 miles with other features like a li1969, in the above cause, for portant as the library itself, Her
OMMOU MMUxon
25-Possesses
21-Wager
Parents can be particularly 22-River
north of Murray, $60.00 per brary or study, fireplace, forwimuN au GMJ
Dollam, close cooperation with the classisland
26-Possessive
new house? the sum of
month. Phone 753-3053, J-23-C mal dini•,g room, carpeting DO YOU NEED a
pronoun
helpful
23-Pronoun
by
encouraging
library
with
interest
24
at the rate of
room teacher is often a key to
Well, I have a doozy. All car2$ Vessel
Visit"the local public lib- 25-Pronoun
percent per annum from the solving many learning problems.
46-Greek letter,
39-Piece of
26-Small island
29-Be mistaken
NICE ROOMS for boys. Single throughout, central heat and pet, central heat, three-beddin
day of
are
31-uleface
Reading, research, and study me- rary. Help the child become fa- 27-Land measure
47-Torrid
or double, one block from air, 2-oar garage. We'd like to room brick with carport, utili- 19
32-Consume
4
4011Lth iasm
, until paid its coat thods are closely related to lib- miliar with the layout. Show him 26-Stroke
48-Caustic
ty, $16,000. Call Howard G.
letter
29-Greek
MSU. Private parking. Phone hear your bid.
33-Insane
therein I shall proceed to otter rary skills. These are essential where he can find books related 30-01d pronoun
substance
SPECIAL! 4-bedroom
frame
1-23-C
34-Exist
753-6243.
Feb.-3-C house near the MSU campus Bucy, 753-1881.
43-Babylonian
for sale at the Court Reuse door to success in school.
to his needs and particular int- 31-Experts
49-Place
35-Flap
deity
(cohort)
33-Parent
Price has been drastically re- BROYHILL HARVEST table, In the Murray, Kentucky, to the
51-Spanish article
37-Calling
The case of Robert Crane, a erests. There may be a fiction 35-Sunburn
44-Uninteresting
china cabinet, four chairs, wal- highest bidder, at public suc- fifth-grade student, is extreme section suited to his age. The 36-Or5an of
duced.
38-Sea tale
53-Note of scale
person
heanng
HELP WANTED
TUCKER REALTY Sr Warms; nut sculpture pattern. Mrs. I. B. tion on the 27th day of Jan- but an appropriate example of librarian will be pleased to assi9 10
37-Vehicle
Ce. KO Maple Street, Murray. Mayfield, Keniana Shores, Ham- uary, 1969, at 1:30 O'clock P. successful library techniques.
st you.
.:elii
bar
38-Mast
S2 INFO:MO
ONE FOR THE ROAD Or the Kentucky
M.,
or
thereabout,
upon
a
cre1-21-C
753-4343; Donald IL lin. Call 436-2203.
11114
12
40-Skill
Robert was a problem student
11•
strip, 1968 Z-28 Camaro Rally
Try
to
make
arrangements
so
dit
of
6
months,
the
following
WA
:11,
and Pearl T. Tucker-Hems
41-Diminish
since entering kindergarden. He that your child can get to the libSport. Silver gray and black
K.:.:17 18
2C•l,i9
16
•
plume 7E3-5030; Bobby Grogan SIX MONTHS old purebred bor- described property, to-wit:
42-Priest's
had
poor
achievement
with close ratio 4-speed transin
all
1:0
areas
!:!.:!:'.
Phone
puppy.
collie
derline
III
rary
regularly.
vestment
Lot
Give
him
every
No.
754,
Unit No, 3,
-Noma phase 7534978; Paul
in 22
21
9...*
nog 20
..
mission, lowering shackles, rear
43-Bitter retch
Pine Bluff Shores, as shown especially in reading. He was opportunity to use it in connecti
Dailey Jr.-Rome phone 75E- 498-8326 after 6:00 p. m.
4:440
deck spoiler etc. One owner lo- 8702.
44-Prohibit
by plat recorded In Plat Book reading on a second grade level ion with his homework.
X4.7. 26
al 24
:.,ie..25
FARMALL 706 Diesel, 1964 400
(abbr.)
45-A
state
.:.:.;
cal automobile with 6,000 actas
measured
.5r..t
by
tests
and
class
IIII
H-1TC Ford, 1967 404 International. No. 2, Page No. 17, in the
46-Cushion
Vtiiei
27
ual miles. Parker Ford Used
office of the Cleric of the response. His behavior presentYour attitude is- very impor- 47-Hostelries
Will
v
.
%
ER.
Pill
Car Dept.' Phone 7534273.
BY OWNER: 5-bedroom brick Jim Wood, 11 miles west on 94 Calloway County Court.
ed a clue to Robert's problem. tant. Don't attempt to pressure 50-The sweetsop
MERV:el'di34
32
.
home. Dining room, family near Harpole's More. Phone For the purrhasa, price, the He seemed to resent questions. the child into using the library. 52-Aroma
,1M.,.•!..:.=
Mil
111
1-21-P purchaser
room, GE kitchen, Including dis- 382-2205.
0436
must execute bond, He usually refused to answer. He Show interest in his work.Suggest 54-Organ of sight
Mill
WANTED: couple to clean up
•••.;se
...!..!.!
&iii
posal and dishwasher. Large lot, V/ILLYS JEEP, 1948 four-wheel with approved securities, bear didn't 'seem to trust anybody. how he can obtain more and bet- 55-Man's name
barter and beauty shop ater fenced back yard. Upper twen41
56-Repetition
lag
Robert's
legal
interest
from
one
interest
day
the
seemed
metal
to
nevi
cab,
motor.
drive,
ter information. His success will
boars, 5 days a week. Phone ties. Call for appointment to see
57-Soak
II'0,04
a
of
aa
sale,
11
:2A
42
be
43
until
dogs.
paid,
He
and
always
having
drew
bed,
flat
pick-up
dogs
in do the rest.
• 753-4406.
1-23-C after 5:00 p. m. and weekends, 1953 Ford
Bilt e;•M
DOWN
'515.5
good condition -"Phone 382-2205 the tome and effect of a judg- art periods. He was often seen
45
48 .49
KM 47
IOW 46
TFC or see Jim Wood 11 miles west ment. Bidders will be prepared looking at pictures at dogs in the
WANTED: Salesman, male, will- 753-3123.
A library program is profitabOf;
60.93
I-Moccasin
ing to work hard for top pay. 3-BEDROOM brick with air-con- of Murray on 94 near Harpole's to comply promptly with these encyclopedia and other books. He le to all students from
16;54
%52
31
5
0
2-Paddle
the brigh•Must have car. Write: Box 32-G, ditioner, drapes and carpet. store.
often wandered into the library, test to the slowest. It is
K
••t
1-21-P terms.
il
3-Bartered
the most
Darrell Shoemaker
c/o Ledper & Times.
J-23-C Near University, $14,500. Phone
4.,Serene
but did not read the books he took valuable supplementary
....es
service
si.
.0
57
YELLOW shell ccini. Murray
Master
5-Man's
Commissioner • Out.
753-7530 after 5:00 p. m. 1-24-C Warehousing Inc. Old Concord
In the school.
'Distr. by t rifted Feature Syndicate, Inc. 21
nickname
Calloway Circuit Court
In developing a plan for helping
1-21-C
BY OWNER, 3-bedroom brick, Road, Phone 753-8220.
•
LOST AND FOUND
703 Payne St. Appointment on- BLUE GREEN sofa and chair,
•
LOST: one aluminum hunting ly. Call Aubrey Hatcher 753- 2 round solid maple end tables,
horn. Has W. H. Parker en-, 4961.
1-23-C $150.00. Phone 753-8513 after
W
graved on end of horn. Finder
6:30 p. in.
1-21-C
„please notify Joe Lassiter. Re- AUTOMOBILES FOR SALO
LeOU'D BETTER GET
'ward.
BEAUTY SHOP equipment, one
1-21-P
FROM THAT PIANO BECAUSE
1968 FORD Torino GT Fastback dresser with sink, one hydraulic
LOST: Black kid glove, right Rlaek with gold C stripe. 289 chair, two dryers. Phone 492I'M GOING TO KICK IT!
band, downtown area Saturday, V-8 CID, automatic transmis- 8791 or 753-6393.
1-22
•- • t
-Mame call 753-2825.
J-23-P sion. A sharp clean car. Parker Ford Used Car Dept. Phone 2 USED BEDS, metal adjust733-5273.
1-22-C able frames. Tan plastic headNOTICE
boards, innerspring mattress
1984 FALCON Future. White and springs, $7.50 each 753NIEFLY OPENED in Murray, a
with blue interior. 6 cylinder 6568.
1-22-P
OM* specializing in wedding,
automatic. An unusual local one
Ene portraiture. For op owner car with
20,000 actual CLAW carpets with ease. Blue
psilolliNst call TUBB'S STUDIO, miles. An
ideal small car. Lustre makes the job a breeze.
III ENO 13th. 7E13007.
Parker Ford Used Car Dept. Rent electric shampooer $1. TidD- ITNC Phone
1-25-C
753-5273.
1-22-C well's Paint Store.
CARPET
colors
looking
dim?
FAMILY SHOE Store. 510 Main 1980 VW convertible. CompleteBring 'em back-give 'em vim.
Your boot headquarters foil ly reconditioned motor, new
Use Blue Lustre! Rent electric
men and boys. Exclusive deal top, no rust. Inexpensive transshampooer $1. Western Auto
portation
at
adver
$550.00.
Parker
nationally
these
ars for
Store.
1-23-C
Used brands, Acme, Red Wing,, Ford Used Car Dept. Phone 7531-22-C 1968 MOBILE HOME, 10' x 40'.
Hawkeye, Wellington, Dingos,i 5273.
Texas and Diamond brands, in
1951 CHEVROLET. Reasonable Set up in trailer court. Call 753dress, casual and work boots
1-22-P
Phone 492-8873 or 492-8119. 6112.
TFC
J-22-P HAND-MADE coffee table EarICIECTROLUX SALESA Serly American. Call 782-8248.
vice. Box 213 Murray, Ky, C.
FOR SALE OR RENT
M. Senders. Phone 31134176.
Feb.-5-NC TWO-BEDROOM brick house TWO JERSEY cows and calls.
17.
about 214 miles from Mum)
," Four Holstein spring and heifLADLES! Brands you know at on Locust Grove Baptist Chur- ers. Phone 435-4925.
1-23-P
THE STRIPE SHOP 603 South ch Road. Electric heat, garden
DINING
TABLE, old with mas4th. Slacks, sweaters, tops, space. Phone 753-5925, 1-21-C
le
sive carved legs, cheap. Phone
skirta. Low discount prices!
753-5402 after 5:00 p. in.
Feb.-18-C
SERVICES
OFFERED
TWO
ANTIQUE beveled glass
pumping.
Rex
SEPTIC TANK
'Camp, Murray 753-5933. 1-21-C PART-TIME secretarial work, doors. For more information
call 753-7498.
1-23-C
GET RID of pests, they won't experienced. Good qualifications.
Phone
7534147.
1-23-P UPRIGHT PIANO. Would make
leave on their own. Termites go
a good practice piano, Phone
right on eating if you ignore
489-3851.
TFNC
them. Sally's Pest Control is the
IN MIN1ORY
answer, locally owned and opYOUTH
BED.
including
-mat--,e.'r
erated for 30 years. We can be In memory of Bro. Vessie H. tress. Good
condition, $15.00.
IT SEEMS, KING, THAT IF YOU WERE
I HAVE NOTHING AGAINST YOU,
reached 24 hours a day. If El McClard who passed away Phone
753-2434.
1-23-C
AS BAD AS QUEEN SHEBA SAYS `I
DOBBS. IN FACT, TWO MEN WHO
a pest call us. Phone 753-2914. thirty years ago today, January
1
;ou FooLS:: `10(1
ARE, YOU'D HAVE FINISHED
RESEMBLE EACH OTHER AS WE
Member Chamber of Commerce 20, 1969.
INCOMPETENT IDIOTS!:
Thirty years ago today
ME OFF
DO MUST SHARE THE SAME
and Builders Aseociation
CARD OF THANKS
I ASSIGN 'IOU TO PROTECT
TRUE!
Daddy dear you went away
FAMILY TREE!
190. Helly'r Pest Control, 100
LONG
We wish to express our sin- ONE MAN AND WHAT
Even tho your gone to stay
So. 13th West, Phone 7534014
AGO.'
cere thanks and appreciation to HAPPENS! HE'S KIDOur love for you lasts from our friends,
H-22-C
4
neighbors and re- NAPED RIGHT FROM
day to day
letives for their kind assistance, UNDER YOUR VERY
ANN COLSON at The Hairdesa
With heart aches and tears both
material help and sym- ',
..10SES:! FIND HIM.'! Po
er, 202 So. 8th Street, now tak- we have to pay YOU HEAR!'
ing seven a. m. appointinents, Because you were taken away pathetic support tendered us
during
the illness and death of
O. also Fashion 220 orders. Call
We will meet again sonic day, our wife
and mother, Mrs. Na753-3530.
1-23-C and the pain in our hearts will
omi Mills. The flowers (includbe taken away.
44.4.
ing those from anonomous do4
JOYCE MAYER is now with the
Sadly missed by your fanny nors),
tAtI0041
cards, calls and food
Fashion Beauty Salon, 104
the ones who love you.
were appreciated. In addition, *...300:
,
j
North 10th. Cali 753-5888 from
11j4
Lillian McClard
our thanks to miniaters W. M.
8:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m. Tuesday
Joseph
.
s
its
1A•
"
4
4
r
McClard
Porter and Connie Wyatt, to
thru Saturday for appointment.
I, S.•
OR
Hazel McClard Vickers the pallbearers,
• is. Is, 1...064 heft.
.1-23-C
to Dr. Hugh
Gracie IdeClarti Tatum, Houston and
to the Ronald
Sister
Churchill Funeral Home. To all,
Boyce McClard, Brother our deep
appreciation and best
ARE YOU
1TP wishes.
A WEEK-(ND FARMER?
Conine E. Mills
MERELY FALLIK1' DOWN*BOTTOMLESS
NiCrn4 WI HAPPENED TO
TAKE IT LIKE A
Richard F. Mills
CAVYON"
YORE
IS ALL!? HE CA1WT HURT HIS
HUSBIN'
-AN'
MAN,BRUTE
• 1TP
Raise a big garden or maySELF-HE'LL MERELY NEVER BE
5RAWLINI6I3L)
NOTH IN' NEVER WILL!!
California Sprouts
be you want a low price outSAN FRANCISCO (UPI)OACIC!
DEARfit to piddle around with- California's
60-year-old BrusPomegranate, once the shell
pull a mower or what have sels sprouts
industry produced Is
broken, will keep longer if
you?
627 million pounds of the vegethe seeds and juice are remov1967-92
table
in
per
cent
of
Feed Ferguson tractor,
ed to a screw-top jar, mixed
plow, disc and cultivator, all the national total.
With sugar (about 1 tablespoon
The
value
crop
of
was
the
set
L cup of seeds,, and refor $490.00 cash or can arat $7,385,000. a 9 per cent de- to
range small monthly pay- dine
frigerated. The sugar helps
from the record high one
ments
year earlier because of an av- preserve the fruit and intensierage 12 cents less per hun- fies the fresh pomegranate
Grayson McClure
dreds.eight price received by flavor and bright crimson colgrowers Marketing of Brussels or.
Day Phone 753-1371
sprouts continues to be lame.
- •'
Night Phone 436-5483
ly in froren form, with threefourths of the California crap a Oama Abdel 'Nasser staged
11-1TC
coup forcing King Farouk
rotoe-inter-freerlaw----'of Egypt to abdicate In 1952 1

Master
Commissioner's
Sale

Us two top repo. 1 negotiator
ttornry general.

TUESDAY - JANUARY 21. 1969

Robert, a conference was held
Ifith the librarian. Within the class the teacher would be concerned with gaining Robert's trust
and friendship. There would be
particular care to fulfill every
promise and to avoid embarrassing him in any way.The librarian
would make the same efforts. She
would not pressure him, but would carefully guide him to books
on dogs 'which were simple to
read.

Library Is
Valuable Aid
To School
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HOTPOINT MODEL RB536 WITH EASY-CLEAN OVEN
HOTPOINT MODEL RC546 WITH EASY-CLEAN OVEN
Outstanding value! Panorama window in this Hotpoint Panorama window. cooktop light, oven timing
clock, two
automatic electric range lets you see what's cooking with- • high-speed 2700-watt surface units, Infinite-H
eat sur- •
t opening the door. Oven timing clock. high-speed 2700- face unit controls and a timed appliance
outlet make this
surface unit, Infinite-Heat surface unit controls,timed
Hotpoint electric range an outstanding buy. Easy-cle
an
iance outlet—you get all these modern cooking con- porcelain-finish oven has lift-off door, hinged bake
and
iences. And wait till you see how easy it is to clean! broil units. Rimmed no-drip cooktop, stay-up surface units,
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HOTPOINT MODEL CTF614J
lltlegant new Hotpoint No-Frost "14" rolls out for easy
Boor cleaning. No-Frost 103-pound-capacity freezer has
. 2lever-type ice trays plus 60-cube saver that fits in door.
No-Erost 10.8 cu. ft. refrigerator has porcelain enamel
slide-out meat pan and twin crispers, step shelf over
", antpousotplit shelf over crispers. and A full.:width shclf
that slider out to you. Butter spread control handy
. dairy and egg storage, deep door shelf.

•

.95

HOTPOINT MOM CTF314
Big buy in a new Hotpoint No-Frost -14" on wheels!
This 13.7 cu. ft. 2-door combination has a No-Frost
freezer that bolds 103 lbs. of food and never needs
defrosting. Roomy No-Frost refrigerator offers such
conveniences as twin slide-out porcelain-finish crispers.
covered butter and cheese bins, built-in egg storage and
deep door shelf. Come in and.see it today!
(Model CTA.114.1 is same as CTF.114.1 ezcept its 10Zpained-capacity freezer leas standard defrost.)
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HOTPOINT MODEL RB515 WITH EASY-CLEAN OVEN
HOTPOINT APARTMENT-SIZE MODEL RA215
_
price is right! That's all you pay for this Hotpoint
The
You get big-range performance in this compact electric
Total-Clean elestric range with all these deluxe features:
range. Big oven cooks complete meal for 10, has tilt-ewaY-'
Clean-wipe control panel. No-drip cooktop. Lift-up Calrodqk
units for easy cleaning. CalrocFk Recipe-Heat units lift up
Recipe-Heat units with removable drip pans. Plus liftfor easy cooktop clean-up. Handy appliance outlet.
off oven door, porcelain-finish interior and hinged bake
and broil units for easy oven cleaning. See it today!
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HOTPOINT MODEL OTF612./4
No-Frost buy Of the year! You never defrost either.the
refrigerator or the freezer. in this trim 11.6 cu. ft.
Hotpoint No-Frost "12". What's more, it rolls out on
wheels for easy sweeping. Separate 87-pound-capacity
freezer has handy shelf in door. Roomy refrigerator
has slide-out porcelain enamel crisper, convenient dairy
and egg storage, deep door shelf ... and 1 of its 4 fullwidth shelves slides mat to you„
,
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See our New line of
GRANDMOTHER and
GRANDFATHER Clocks
FINISH

sofa & chair

Washer & Dryer

$349,95

.
HOTPOINT MODELS 1.1,113041:111.3Q _
Permanent-press special!Settings for permanent-press fa
rics are clearly marked right on the control panels of this
two-speed Hotpoint automatic washer and matchingelectric
dryer. Washer does 2-to-14-pound loads and gets them clean
in its solid-wall tub that prevents redeposition of soil. Speedflow dryer has automatic de-wrinkle cycle that reduces
wrinkle-setting in all fabrics. Other extra-value features:
dependable'2 h.p. washer motor and commercial-size transmission, up-front dryer lint trap and safety start control.
Both washer and dryer are porcelain-finished for lasting,
carefree beauty.
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6 CHAIRS $134.9j
Box SPRING MATCHING VINYL CUSHION
3 pc ,sid Maple
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Bedroom Suite
Solid Maple BUNK BEDS
Spanish Pecan Table
1/3 OFF'
6 CHAIRS
$149.95 COMPLETE BUNKIES $114.95 PICTURES
MPS,
3pc. Male Finish
Bedroom
Suite
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Triple Dresser
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Chest Bed
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